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Son to 'Tales From The Woods' reader father, “What are you
rebelling against all the time dad?” “What you got son?”

Confessions From
Beneath The Kilt

Gordy has been left in a wake of collective
difficulty. Oh dear Michael, how you need it now.

or
Ramblings of a ne’er do well –
Motown Music in my life.

So it is with this link I will relate the tale of the only
concert personally attended in recent years, that
of the Four Tops and Temptations in London’s
Royal Albert Hall. With the Tops’ famous lead
voice of Abdul ‘The Duke‘ Fakir under doctors
orders for the last year or so, and with the passing
of Laurence Payton, you may have considered a
depleted performance… not so. We were all up
dancing in the aisles as the evening wore on with
little respite during the interval to quaff our £8
glasses of champagne till the Temptations took
centre stage.

Music has been a major part of my life for as long
as I can remember, but apart from failed attempts
at impersonating Stevie Wonder or the late Larry
Adler on chromatic harmonica… only a listener I
have been.
With personal tastes which can only be described
as Catholic, an album collection correspondingly
ranges from hard rock to neo-classical, stopping
short of actually buying the great composers for
fear of finally admitting a passing into middle (or
should that be old?) age. Of course, the differing
tastes of a young wife and two teenage daughters
keep me up to speed with all things musically
new.

There was only one of the Temp’s original line up
present… but as was pointed out, both bands
were in their fortieth year, and still giving a
magical musical account of themselves. The
strength I suspect lay mainly in material provided
by song writing trio of Brian and Eddie Holland &
Lamont Dozier.

Through the years one constant has remained;
that, despite peer pressure, I will always admit to
liking what I want. Well, do any of you remember
a secondary school where all the ‘in crowd’ boys
purported to enjoy heavy rock? At my time it was
a band called The Groundhogs or the much more
celebrated Emerson, Lake and Palmer. I
remember purchasing an album of the latter
simply to see what all the fuss was about; still not
sure I understand.

They tell us a repeat is scheduled for next year,
when hopefully The Duke will return. I certainly
will… what about you?
Jock11

But my late sixties was a Motown era. Who
remembers the Andy Williams show when a black
boy band called the Jackson Five first burst on to
the world scene? Their first single performed that
night, ‘I Want You Back’, reached, and stayed at,
number one for some time. The rest is history.
Curiously, Berry Gordy the owner, founder and
everything else of Tamla Motown, signed the five
brothers to his record label on the strength of an
audition tape, and a certain Ms D. Ross’
recommendation.

Between Midnight and Day – The Last
Unpublished Blues Archive









BOOK REVIEW
by Alan Lloyd

by Dick Waterman, with forewords by
Bonnie Raitt and Peter Guralnick.
Dick Waterman’s importance in blues history is
exemplified by the fact that when he was inducted
into the Blues Hall Of Fame in 2000 he was the
only member who was not a performer or record
company boss. Originally trained as a sports
journalist in his home town of Boston (USA),
Dick’s keen interest in folk music and blues
encouraged him to take an active part in
organising concerts. In 1964 he was one of a trio

Sadly now, the family Jackson do not have their
troubles to seek, the protective empire of Berry
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of blues enthusiasts who tracked down Son
House, who had been living in obscurity for more
than 20 years, and gave him the opportunity to
resume his musical career, including a historymaking appearance at the 1965 Newport Folk
Festival, and a contract with major recording label
Columbia.

blues festivals, and over the years many people
have suggested that he should put his pictures
and stories into a book.

Dick Waterman's presentation - Delta Blues
Museum August 1998

Now that book is here! There are wonderful
photographs of BB King, Muddy Waters, Howlin’
Wolf, Albert King, Chuck Berry, Bobby Bland and
Otis Rush, among many others. The stories that
accompany them reveal in a few paragraphs the
characters of the artists. The book includes a
picture of Joan Baez and Bob Dylan, Mick Jagger
is shown learning harmonica techniques from
Junior Wells, and Eric Clapton onstage with
Buddy Guy, but the heart of the book is the
bluesmen at the height of their careers in the
sixties. Dick tells of how Lightnin’ Hopkins conned
him into paying for a bottle of whisky, though
Lightnin’ had $100 in his pocket at the time, how
Big Mama Thornton humiliated him from the stage
every night for a week. He speaks of the quiet
dignity of Arthur Crudup when a publisher reneges
on a deal over royalties (Dick won a subsequent
court case, but by that time Crudup had died), and
of how he helped Sleepy John Estes (who was by
then blind) look after his banknotes.

Soon Dick had established his own agency,
Avalon Productions, to look after the interests of
artists such as House, Mississippi John Hurt, Fred
McDowell, Skip James, Buddy Guy and Junior
Wells. But Dick was more than an agent to his
charges, he was also a friend, and dealt skilfully
with their varied personalities. Though Dick may
seem a friendly, easy-going person, he could be
ferocious in protecting the interests of his artists,
particularly in the matter of royalty payments, and
even today continues that battle.
He would negotiate contracts with promoters,
arrange record deals, and help with the travel
arrangements for the long journeys from
Mississippi to the North. Dick would also give
advice and assistance to artists who were not with
his organisation. In 1967 he discovered promising
young female singer/guitarist, Bonnie Raitt, and
managed her career for several years. Dick’s
hobby was photography, and in his early days took
many fine pictures of folk artists such as Bob
Dylan, Joan Baez and Tim Hardin, and during his
period as agent had many opportunities to get
some wonderful backstage and onstage
photographs of his roster of bluesmen.

Dick also reveals something of himself – he
considers his ability to hold a grudge to be a flaw,
but he never forgave the disloyalty shown to him
by Bukka White or Luther Allison. He also has
harsh words for blues scholars Alan Lomax and
Nick Perls, whom he considers had no respect for
the bluesmen they recorded. Dick Waterman had
respect.
A wonderful book!

Dick now lives in Oxford, Mississippi, and in 1998
I was among a number of blues fans invited to a
barbecue at his home. Around the walls were a
number of his impressive pictures, and a few days
later I was at the Delta Blues Museum in
Clarksdale when Dick gave a presentation of
some of his best photographs, each accompanied
by an interesting anecdote about the artist. Dick
has been doing these presentations at various

Available in hardback ($45 from Insight Editions in
the US, £36 from The Airlift Book Company in the
UK) and in softback ($29 US, £15 UK from
Amazon, Borders etc).
Alan Lloyd
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The cast of the Magic
Roundabout say,

Success on stage led to a whole host of Sixties
films. He was a Christ-like hobo in ‘Whistle Down
The Wind’ (1961), a draughtsman forced into a
shotgun marriage in ‘A Kind Of Loving’ (1962), a
prissy poetry reading Englishman in ‘Zorba The
Greek’ (1964), a Bathsheeba adoring shepherd in
John Schlesinger's ‘Far From the Madding Crowd’
(1967) and the 1969 adaptation of D H
Lawrence’s ‘Women In Love’, directed by ken
Russell where Bates enjoyed the dubious
pleasure of wrestling naked in the firelight with
Oliver Reed. Neither actor was at all certain about
performing the scene, being terrified, according to
Russell, that one or the other’s sexual equipment
would not look adequate but they both had a drink
at a local pub to discuss the matter and, being
comforted that neither was much smaller than the
other, agreed to shoot the match. The shock
caused by the sequence was considerable at the
time and, even now, seems a little audacious.

“HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE!”
'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
“Farewell” to actor Sir Alan Bates who died at the
age of 69 after a long battle with cancer on the
th
27 December 2003. In a career that spanned
almost half a century he triumphed equally in
theatre, film and television, embracing both
classical and contemporary theatre although it
would prove to be the latter where he was
consummate.

The early 1970s found Bates in ‘Hamlet’ in both
Nottingham and London before embarking on a
highly acclaimed role as a waspish, selfdestructive minor academic living in a permanent
state of arrested adolescence in ‘Butley’ directed
by Harold Pinter, which enjoyed an extended run
at London’s Criterion Theatre. Winning in 1975
the Evening Standard Best Actor Award for his
lead role in ‘Otherwise Engaged’, his most notable
film role of that decade was in Joseph Losey’s film
of ‘The Go-Between’, scripted by Harold Pinter,
that hit the screens during the final weeks of 1970.
On television he appeared alongside Laurence
Olivier and Helen Mirren in Harold Pinter’s ‘The
Collection’, dealing with sexual power battles and
mysterious events in a Leeds hotel room.
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Born in Allestree, Derbyshire on the 17 February
1934, his father an insurance salesman played
the cello and his mother, by all accounts, was a
non-professional accomplished pianist. As a child
his interests lay not in music but in drama,
appearing in many productions at his Belper
Grammar School whilst at the same time
becoming a regular visitor to Denby Playhouse
where he admired the work of two unknown actors
and later friends John Osborne and John Dexter.
After two years spent in the R.A.F. doing national
service he enrolled at the Royal Academy of
Dramatic Arts where his contemporaries included
Albert Finney and Peter O’Toole.
Soon to find work with the Midland Theatre
Company but his big break came in 1956 as a
founder member of George Devine’s English
Stage Company at the Royal Court in London,
appearing in plays by Arthur Millar and Angus
Wilson. However, it would be his starring role in
John Osborne's ‘Look Back In Anger’ where he
really made his mark and sent his career into
orbit, spending two years on tour with the
production which found the young Bates in both
Moscow and New York.

Working with Pinter again in 1984, Bates created
the role of Nicholas, the agent of state brutality, in
‘One For The Road’, described by one critic in a
broadcast on BBC Radio 4 in honour of the
recently departed actor as “the most violent and
hateful performance of his career”.

In Harold Pinter's ‘The Caretaker’ Bates was able
to exploit the dangerous side of his character. He
brought out the protectiveness of the mercurial
Mick towards his brain-damaged brother Aston
and his quiet intimidation of Donald Pleasance’s
tramp.

The mid-Eighties would see him in both
Chichester and London as Alfred Redl in John
Osborne’s ‘A Patriot For Me’, a model soldier in
Franz
Josef’s
Austro-Hungarian
army,
blackmailed because of his homosexuality.
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The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board was
privileged to catch Bates treading the boards at
London’s Almeida theatre in 1993, the production
being ’The Showman’. In this two hour near –
monologue he played the fallen actor-hero,
forever ranting about being forced to work on tiny
stages for lousy wages in front of philistines; a
mesmerising performance forever locked in our
memory bank. Jonathan Kent, who directed Bates
at the Almeida, once said, “There was an air of
mystery about him.”

twin, Claude Trenier, at such an advanced age; so
much so that it is hard to believe that within a
couple of short years he would no longer be with
us.
Claude, along with his twin Cliff, was born on July
14, 1919 into a musical family. Their father Denny
had been a saxophone player in New Orleans and
their mother Olivia played piano while their older
brother Buddy started singing in clubs in Mobile.
Claude and Cliff joined their first band whilst still at
school, the Alabama State Collegians. They were
eager to turn professional but alas that was not to
be as service in the Second World War
intervened.

Extremely guarded about his life, he rarely talked
about the death of his son Tristran at just 19 years
of age from a freak asthma attack in 1990 and the
loss of his wife Victoria Ford from a heart attack
just two years later. These tragedies forced him to
throw himself ever more voraciously into his work,
being rewarded with a CBE in 1995 and finally a
knighthood in 2003. Survived by his remaining son
Benedick who established the Tristran Bates
Theatre at the Actor’s Centre in Covent Garden
named in honour of his departed twin.

In 1944 Claude Trenier made his first record, ‘I’m
Gonna See My Baby’ as part of Jimmie
Lunceford’s band. Twin Cliff joined the following
year and their first record together was ‘Buzz,
Buzz, Buzz’. 1946 would see Claude recording
’Weird Nightmare’ with the legendary jazz bassist
Charlie Mingus. Come 1947, Claude and Cliff
formed the Treniers with their brothers Buddy and
Milt as well as Don Hill on alto saxophone and
Gene Gilbeaux on piano.

Keith Woods.








'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass
and says, “Farewell” also to Claude
Trenier, singer with the legendary
Rock’n’Roll, rhythm ‘n’ blues group The
Treniers who died at his home in Las
Vegas, Nevada on November 17,
2003, aged 84.

During 1952 they recorded the singles
‘It Rocks, It Rolls, It Swings’ and
‘Rocking On Sunday Night’. As the
Fifties progressed it would see The
Treniers record for a variety of labels
including Chord, London, OKeh, Vik,
Brunswick and Dot but they were
essentially a live act full of wild
dancing, clowning and comedy stunts.
There can be little doubt that their
exuberant style had considerable
influence on the white Rock'n'Roll
groups Bill Haley and his Comets and
Freddie Bell and the Bellboys to name
but two.

Maybe just a few of our more senior
subscribers would have witnessed The
Treniers’ first visit to the UK back in
1958 as the support act for Jerry Lee
Lewis. Soon The Treniers would find
themselves the headliners once our
hero had been deported for offending
British late Fifties sensibilities, although
far too many punters returned their tickets than
was deserving of a group whose destiny would
give them legendary status. Bruce Welch, he of
Shadows fame and one who chose to keep his
ticket, spoke recently on a BBC Radio 2
programme; “On the first show without Lewis, this
black American band called The Treniers took
over the top of the bill slot. Hank Marvin and I
were at the back and we were really impressed at
the way the sax players moved in unison taken, I
suppose, from the Glenn Miller days. It looked
fantastic and we thought we must do something
like that because it looks so interesting from the
front”.

They appeared in the best Rock'n'Roll film ever
made, ’The Girl Can’t Help It’, (1956) performing
what would become their signature tune ‘Rockin’
Is Our Business‘ and, despite by now being in
their late thirties, they fell with ease into the
Rock'n'Roll phenomenon by recording ‘We Want a
Rock’n’Roll President’ (1956).
Some of The Treniers records ‘Go, Go, Go’
(1951), ‘The Willie Mays Song’ (1954) and ‘Get
Out Of The Car’ (1958 and arranged by Quincy
Jones) were indeed popular but major hits eluded
them. Always smartly dressed, The Treniers were
one of the first lounge acts in Las Vegas and for
much of their career it was where they earned
their crust.

Fast forward forty plus years and yours truly would
finally get to see The Treniers in action at the
Hemsby Rock'n'Roll Weekender. I was amazed at
the amount of energy displayed by the surviving

Cliff Trenier died in 1983 and Claude was quoted
as saying recently, “The only thing I would change
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is to keep my twin brother here a little longer. He
was a cigarette smoker and just would not quit.”
Claude’s’ nephew Skip joined the band, Don Hill
remained on sax and the last couple of decades
would find them performing on the European
circuit. Rockin’ was Claude’s business and he did
it virtually right up to the end.

Freddy and his management as I know they are
both big fans of the magazine. Lester is a near
regular at the aforementioned Utrecht and I have
witnessed him in action there many times as well
as elsewhere. He is certainly a contender for my
favourite living blues man; unpredictable as not
too many can get away with singing Hank
Williams songs whilst playing an acoustic guitar at
a blues festival or, on another occasion, turning
up for a gig without his harmonicas when he
allegedly forgot to bring them. Well, that’s Lester
and we love him for it. No such problem back in
November; he blew beautifully on all those
wonderful Excello cuts of the late Fifties and early
Sixties – ‘Bloodstains On The Wall’, ‘I’m A Lover
Not A Fighter’. Me, I’m a sucker for that Louisiana
feel! The following night Lester joined rockabilly
legend Billy Lee Riley on stage for a workout on
Slim Harpo’s ‘Raining In My Heart’ and ‘Scratch
My Back’; even if it had fallen apart it would still be
a great photo opportunity. It didn’t though; they
blended together like a dream.

Keith Woods.

The Editor’s Top
Dozen Gigs Of 2003
(continued)
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Jack Scott
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Hemsby Rock'n'Roll Weekender, May 6th
to May 12th

Dave Edmunds
Cabot Hall, Canary Wharf, September 10th

Reviewed by Hardrock Bunter in TFTW issue 29/30.

Reviewed by Keith Woods in TFTW issue 36.

As our esteemed reviewer pointed out way back in
May/June, opinions vary if Jack gave a better
show than his outstanding Hemsby appearance of
2001. Well, for yours truly he did; for the simple
reason that sets of such length (90 minutes) are
extremely rare at these events. A grand total of 32
songs, many of which Jack rarely performs, ‘Roll,
Jordan, Roll’, ‘Patsy’, ‘Grizzly Bear’ to name just
three. For me then folks, the rockabilly gig of
2003. As Hardrock pointed out in his review, the
man’s voice quality was unchanged since the
Fifties. Backed up by his own tight band including
one-time sideman of Muddy Waters on lead
guitar, Steve Nardella, what more could you ask
for?

I have caught the national treasure that is our
Dave from the Welsh valleys a few times over the
years, the first being way back in 1989 as a
support act for Jerry Lee Lewis at the venue
formerly known as the Hammersmith Odeon.
Dave would later join Jerry Lee on stage along
with numerous other guitar slingers in an all star
homage line up; all rather pointless when you
consider at the time James Burton was part of the
Killer’s band. With James and Dave you sure
don’t need another guitar picker within a thousand
miles of the stage. Then there was a knockout gig
at the long, gone Mean Fiddler a few years later,
witnessed sadly by just a couple of Woodies.
Tonight at the Cabot, Dave equalled the previous
outings, Geraint Watkins offering his keyboard
skills, former Rockpile member Billy Bremmer,
legs apart, looking good and solid on the bass as
Dave ran through his back catalogue. British
Rock'n'Roll gig of the year? I certainly think so.
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Lazy Lester
Rhythm Riot, Camber Sands, November
21st to 24th
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Reviewed by Hardrock Bunter in TFTW issue 38.

James Hunter

The blues gig of the year? Not a lot of competition
really. Blues gigs in hospitable venues in London
are, to say the least, thin on the ground. Even the
Mecca of European blues festivals, Utrecht, was
for the most part of ’03 dominated by soul and
rockabilly acts, the wonderful Little Freddy King
being the exception. Sadly I was unable to catch
him in action, a severely flu-ridden self unable to
motivate between the two halls. Apologies to both

King & Queen, Foley Street, December 5th
Reviewed by Little Brian Jessup in TFTW issue 37.

There is no doubt, amongst those who know and
appreciate the styles of music which this
magazine covers, that James, apart from being a
fine guitar picker, has one of the best, if not the
very best, R&B voices in the UK. This was the
third time I have booked James, although the first
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as a solo act. Always the perfect gentleman,
indeed a pleasure to do business, with normally
used to working with a three-piece horn section,
bass and drums, tonight the man was alone on
the stage. Any apprehension he may have
displayed beforehand was quickly dispelled as
James ran through blues tunes he rarely would
get the opportunity to perform with his band;
inspired, intelligent choices played and sung with
soulful perfection. Look forward to the next time, I
know they want you back.

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

11
Jonathan
Richman

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan Olofsson,
Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden

Shepherds Bush Empire, March 16th
Reviewed by Keith Woods in TFTW issue 31.

Certainly a
great
year
for
off-the-wall
singers/songwriters, all of whom have made it
onto my top dozen. With just sidekick stand-up
drummer
Tommy
Larkin
to
provide
accompaniment to Richman’s soulful semiacoustic, the old Empire, despite being near
capacity, kept a respectful silence allowing the
man’s clever, quirky lyrics to be appreciated. For
instance, the wordy ‘Let Her Go Into The
Darkness’, sung and spoken in five different
languages, or his own youth explored on
‘Nineteen In Naples’ along with some wonderful
bursts of flamenco influenced guitar. He is back in
the UK in a couple of months; you know folks, you
really should make the effort… I don’t think you
will be disappointed.

Phone: Swedish code + 46 034067 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com

'Tales From The Web'
Apologies for no recent updates to the site;
Fatbellypeat had packed up all his software, ready
for a move to a new location and then had to reformat his hard drive. Once he’s unpacked all his
boxes, he will re-install the software and get back
on the case.
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.
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The Blasters
Dingwalls, Camden Lock, July 29th
Reviewed by Keith Woods in TFTW issue 36.

The hottest night of the year, this airless barn-like
venue was like a bloody sauna… it would not be
an exaggeration to say the indoor temperature
would have been around 110° F. Phil Alvin
provided the fantastic voice to brother Dave’s
great guitar picking along with rockin’ blues
keyboard player, he of the white beard and pork
pie hat, Gene Taylor, the sounds emanating from
the bandstand forced you to bop despite the heat
and lack of space. ‘Border Radio’, ‘Long White
Cadillac’, ‘Tag Along’, excellent. This had
everything that Blaster-less Dave Alvin gigs had
lacked in previous outings. For me at least, with
other bands, Dave don’t cut it but with brother
Phil’s great voice in tow and with a solid groove
provided by the other guys it’s the best barrel
house boogie woogie Rock'n'Roll blues around.

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556
Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors: John Broven/Mick Huggins

Keith Woods
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Back in the Fifties

Breathless Dan Writes

Smashing up cinemas to Bill Haley’s music,
slashing plush plume velvet cinema seats with our
razors (to get some to make velvet collars for our
jacket), slashing car tyres. I could say some really
bad stuff but it was then. I often lived on my sixth
sense or guts – I could see somebody about to
butt me or hit out with a chair as I grew into it all.
Russ Abbott sure got that part right; guys used to
sew fish hooks at the back of their lapels to stop
from being grabbed by the collar and kneed and
head butted simultaneously which was the normal
or quick, easy win fight method. But I’d go outside,
strip to the waist as the other guy would too,
placing our clothes in a tidy heap. We’d ask if it
was to be a clean fight or all in. We’d keep our
word; no squealing to the law no matter if we’d
been knifed or slashed up (they banned flick
knives later because of it). I did not get slashed; I
came close to it a few times – at the age of 13 I
could break bottles in either hand or with both at
the same time. Done it thousands of times but
never did use it on anybody. We had to be able to
just in case but I did bluff a few. That was an art in
survival too because sometimes it wasn’t bluff and
I’d have to do it.

(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)

This is the best photo of a ‘50s teddy boyish type
of face I’ve ever seen on any singer. It’s a total
work of art and makes me like this man as a
fellow anti social teen (or old man now), rebel and
delinquent. Johnny boy go mad and you tell ‘em
cat. This really shows what Johnny thinks of
Nashville and how they failed or just gave up on
individuals such as him. Hank, Jerry Lee, Carl,
Elvis. Ole hillbilly heaven ain’t nothing but hillbilly
hell if’n you’re at all a real rebel and still alive. I
refused to even get off the greyhound bus
travelling through there until I did eventually visit
Ernie’s Excello/Nasco/Zil Records after some
years of going to the U.S. Meanwhile I’d met Piers
Chalmers and gave him leads/want lists etc. He
really found all the records I missed in Nashville.
Aaah well, I hate Nashville so I had no option – a
good captain sticks to his guns/ship and
don’t/won’t change his ways/course as well as
being an awkward, stubborn teddy boy. That’s the
breaks.

That was fifties Rock'n'Roll juvenile delinquency
jungle bop Rock'n'Roll and we were it – the
kiddies. Each town seemed to have its own
kiddies or king of Teds. If you ever meet our Mike,
he’s 6+ years younger than me but he can relate
to what it was like then as he’d seen me and my
mates who came by to call for me and he’s
travelled with Cavan and group. Not many places
were as Rock'n'Roll/hard or Teddy Boy infested as
good old Newport. I’m proud to say this too.
Newport was listed as the most violent town in
Britain a few years ago; you’ve only to go there
and see the shop windows boarded up from
people being pushed out through them. The
young’uns keeping the flag flying. Guess it’s
joblessness, too many strangers and no music
now.

As Johnny Cash said in his last recordings ‘you
can have my empire of clay for it will let you down’
– funny, he sang ‘Danny Boy’ followed by
‘Desperado’, that’s me too. No I never knew
Johnny; we met – he didn’t talk a lot. I guess Carl
told him plenty about me as they travelled
together at that time. One thing he would never
forget me for is the fact he called Tom Phillips at
Select-O-Hits in 1971 while I was back of the Sun
warehouse going through tons of 78s. Tom came
rushing back saying “I got Johnny Cash on the
phone Dan, he wants his 78s, a copy of every
one, for his museum. Can you help him?” I said, “I
definitely will Mr Phillips.” I spent the rest of the
day/evening and the next day going right back
through all the boxes until I got up to ’Kay Too’
which I believe to be the last one on 78 if’n my old
memory is correct. Okay, whatever one was the
last, so he knew that old Carl’s friend/fan found
him all those 78s!

I can remember placing a paid advert challenge in
Record Mirror (early ‘70s) as there were guys just
dressing up at being Teddy Boys to come down
from London to Newport for a razorfight. I ended it
with “Any Teds?” No takers. How entertaining.
Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan O’Coffey
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Funkin' at The Funktown
Strutters Ball.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Keith,

Well it's been a busy time already and (as I type
this it's only just into February). This was meant to
appear in the last issue of T.F.T.W. but a letter
(received on the 28th Jan) informed me that ye
editor had set deadlines for the magazine; oh
dearie me the deadline has passed but no matter.
Naturally I’m listening to Brother Ray (Charles) a
compilation of his later work with Atlantic (late
‘70s) also with a glass of vino in my sights (pass
that bottle to me brother).

In your Guy Rolfe tribute you left out his major role
in the early ‘50s Brit Flick ‘The Spider And The
Fly’, as well as his B-film epics, William Castle’s
‘Mr Sardonicus’ and the Hammer ‘The Stranglers
Of Bombay’, both gassers.
See you in the cheap seats.
Paul Barrett.
Keith replies;
Sorry for missing these out but I was writing an
obituary, not a filmography. However, point taken
(and you’re buying the popcorn).

Just before Christmas a quick look in Steve
Sounds in Newport Court (by Leicester Square)
where I picked up two DVDs of the excellent BBC
series 'The Office; series one and two’ at £12
each (the big stores are asking £17.99 per DVD).
It's got to be one of the funniest series on TV. CoCreator Ricky Gervais deserves a knighthood (the
views of the contributors are not necessarily the
views of TFTW – H). His portrayal of boss David
Brent is a scream. The two Christmas episodes
were slightly under par but still amusing.

Whilst on the subject of “missing things out”, the
'Tales From The Woods' editorial board would like
to unreservedly apologise to Paul Harris, the man
who does so much for TFTW in providing those
all-important photographs we use to illustrate
many articles. Paul has spotted that, occasionally,
his credit is not attached to the picture. Sorry Paul,
we’ll try to make sure it doesn’t happen again - a
new system of proofing has been introduced from
this issue onwards.
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January 11 I headed up to Liverpool to catch
Linda Gail along with Elvis' ‘70s touring band at
The Olympia Theatre. Booked into the city’s fine
Adelphi Hotel just a short walk from the station.
Caught up with Linda and hubbie Eddie at The
Olympia and spent half an hour catching up with
the gossip in a rather pokey dressing room. In the
next dressing room the Elvis band were busy
getting themselves ready for the evening’s
performance. At the side of the stage, caught
British rocker Dave Sampson who mixes his set
with a sprinkling of rockabilly and Rock'n'Roll
standards.

Dear Sir,
In a recent edition of TFTW it was stated that I
was observed "boppin" at the Geraint Watkins
London Dockland show last year, apparently
boppin' to the support singer Dave Edmunds. I
must inform you that the shuffling from one foot to
the other was due to a small broken bone in my
left foot, and I was merely attempting to relieve the
acute pain.
Yours sincerely,
Ken Major

A brief intermission before Linda comes on
backed by Sampson’s band. I didn't really make a
note of her set but not really too different from
recent gigs elsewhere but warmly received by the
crowd. The Elvis band, consisting of Ronnie Tutt,
Glen D Hardin, James Burton, Jerry Scheff and
vocalist Jenson Bloomer (he's a Brummie I
understand), were welcomed with a roar of
approval. None of this silly jump suit, he’s just
dressed in a shirt and jeans. I wasn't really sure
what to make of him at first but by the second or
third number I thought he fitted in just right. He
also devoted a segment to Ricky Nelson with a
fine 'Hello Mary Lou’. James’ trademark guitar
licks and the tightness of Messers Tutt, Hardin
and Scheff made the evening pass very quickly.
Toward the end Bloomer slipped in 'Crossroads
Motel' during 'Heartbreak Hotel’. I’m not certain if
the audience caught the joke but I just cracked
up.

Hi Keith,
The Sixties group The Packabeats are reforming
for a gig at The Pavilion, Battersea Park Road
opposite Battersea Dogs Home on 3rd April at
8pm. They had a minor hit with ‘Evening in Paris’
in 1963 and amongst other things did the title
track to the film ‘The Traitors’. Most of their
records were produced by Joe Meek.
Regards
Darren Vidler
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The Soho Bookshop was selling it at £17.95. At
home during the evening; a bottle of Merlot, the 53
R&B set and the Johnny Cash biog. I was so
engrossed by the book I got up quite early on the
Sunday and continued with it. I think I finished
reading it by 2 pm that afternoon.
th

The 4 February, a mate rings me saying he's got
hold of a cheap B&B in Blackpool for the Jerry Lee
gig (we need to find somewhere… we can't be
th
walking the streets of Blackpool all night). The 5
February, a nice package arrives. It's two copies
of Jerry Lee’s 'The Session' (which I mentioned in
the issue of T.F.T.W. before last); a careful look
and damn if it ain't complete (as per the original
Mercury two LP set). There's a great little booklet
with all the original credits and photos. Only
problem is the author of a set of notes, Nigel
Williamson, obviously knows f*ck all about the
original; he's only going by the track listing as he
doesn't realise that 'High School Confidential' is a
tribute instrumental. He also thinks 'Movin' On
Down The Line' was written by James Brown's
guitarist Jimmy Nolen. Did J.B. ever record a song
entitled 'Movin' On Down The Line’? That might
explain the confusion but any royalties should go
to the estates of Sam Phillips and Roy Orbison.
Track Records in York are selling it for £8.99, a
nice addition to the CD collection.

Afterwards I had a few words with the boys,
reacquainted myself with James and managed to
get some photos of Linda Gail with J.B. and the
rest of the band. Back at The Adelphi the guys
unwound with a few drinks in the hotel’s 'residents
only' bar (spotted Ronnie sipping on the Amber
Nectar), pints even. “I got the taste of it not too
long ago”, he revealed when I asked him.

th

December 16 saw yet another death in the
country community, the honky tonk singer Gary
Stewart. It was said that his stage act rivalled the
excitement of Jerry Lee. It was in 1975 that Bill
Williams and myself went down to Gravesend to
see Charley Pride. We both worked pretty late that
week so the only opportunity to see Pride was one
dreary Saturday night. I only had a few of Pride’s
albums in my collection but was really looking
forward to seeing him. After a few beers in a local
pub, we made our way to the venue (I can't recall
the name). Before Pride was due on stage his
band The Pridesmen took to the stage.

th

The 15 January. A couple of CDs I’d ordered
from Finbarr, both deleted, ‘See For Miles’
releases from 2000 Hank Ballard The E.P.
Collection and Ronnie Hawkins’ two ‘70s
Monument albums on one CD 'Rock’n’Roll
Resurrection' and 'The Giant Of Rock’n’Roll’.
Oddly enough, I’d never bought the two albums
when they were originally released. I can’t think
why as I would regularly buy new releases by
Richard, Chuck, Haley, Fats (although they were
usually all live sets by the Fat Man), Presley and,
of course, Jerry Lee. You couldn't go wrong with
Finbarr's price at £3.99 each.

Sitting at the piano was this rather lanky looking
individual who seemed a little out of place with the
rest of the band. At first we didn't really pay any
attention to him but a couple of the guys in the
band introduced him as Gary Stewart. At that time
he had a couple of minor country chart hits (this
we found out later); this was toward the end of
their segment “Gary's now going to play a couple
of numbers for you” (or words to that effect). The
first was 'Out of Hand' (which was a C/W top 5
hit), pure honky tonk. There was a short silence
then he asked, “Are there any Jerry Lee Lewis
fans here tonight”. Bill and I looked at each other
and in unison shouted, “Yes!” I'd like to perform
one of his best known hits”, and stormed into a
stunning version of ‘Whole Lotta Shakin'. He stood
up (but didn't kick the piano stool back) and gave
the piano a good pounding. He caught the

th

The 19 booked three returns to Gleneagles in
Perth; decided to go see Jerry Lee… an
expensive two days (£299 a night for two nights)
st
and £61.00 for the train fare. 31 January went to
town and picked up Indigo's new 'R&B Hits of
1953' (if you got the ‘52 set you'll know the layout.
HMV were asking £12.99 but Mr. CD had one for
£10). It includes familiar items by Fats and Joe
Turner but there's a lot of stuff I’d never heard of
but very enjoyable and not a duffer.
The new, Johnny Cash Biog 'A Life of An
American Icon' by Stephen Miller had been
garnering some fine reviews in NDT and CMP.
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audience somewhat unawares but gained a very
warm round of applause. I thought that I gotta find
out more about this guy.

tape from disc when the tapes are available (cost
brothers, COST...). Let me sell you a Tory (as
Max Bygraves once nearly said). Some years
back See For Miles were in the process of putting
together 'The Jerry Lee Lewis E.P. Collection'
which they were taking from Charly Records. If
they used masters supplied by them (Charly) it
would cost the company (See For Miles)
considerably more. Answer; simply dub from
existing re-issues (fortunately all the Lewis
product S.F.M. needed was already on CD so
there was a no drop in quality on the eventual
release, some say it actually sounded better on
SFM).

Not long after I picked up his debut RCA album
entitled 'Out of Hand’ (UK RCA LSA 3219) loaded
with great songs; Troy Seals 'Honky Tonkin’ (not
to be confused with Hank Williams’ song of the
same name), ‘Drinking Thing’, ‘Back Sliders
Wine’, ‘She’s Acting Single (I’m Drinking
Doubles)’. After all the slushy MOR Country that
had been about, this guy was a real kick up the
backside. Hardly a day went by when I didn't play
that album. Over the next few years RCA
continued to issue more albums; his second,
'Steppin’ Out’ (APL-1-1225) featured a wonderful
cover of Lefty Frizzell’s ‘If You've Got The Money
(I’ve Got The Time).’ His third LP 'Your Place Or
Mine' (APL-1-2199) from 1977 continues the trend
with 'I Ain't Living Long Like This’, ‘I Had To Get
Drunk Last Night’ and ‘Drinking Again’. It was
often reported that he liked to dabble with drugs
and alcohol to extreme. The LPs kept a-coming;
‘Little Junior’ (APL-1-2779) featured ‘Whiskey Trip’
and Hank's ‘Honky Tonkin’ (a cause for confusion
there for compilers I bet).

I suspect that Cherry Red had the same offer (but
friends here's the rub, only parts of the original
double album have been issued on CD and that in
itself will cost you a few bob as it's deleted). I don't
mind CDs from vinyl as long as a noise reduction
system has been used to take out clicks and
crackles that exist with (even mint LPs) vinyl.
Other re-issue companies have done so and even
said so on the CD sleeve inner (and you know
what? Much of the time you wouldn't even know). I
guess we will have to wait for Bear Family to issue
it properly (if they do... they have said that they will
but there isn't a time limit. Wouldn't surprise me
they will when the good old boy is dead).

The next one 'Gary' features a fine rendition of
'Lost Highway', while ‘Cactus And The Rose’
(APL-1-3627) featured a change in direction to a
more contemporary sound (with Chips Moman in
the producers chair). He did a couple of albums
with fellow RCA artist (singer/songwriter) Dean
Dillon. I chanced upon him again in 1993 with an
album on Hi-tone ‘I’m a Texan' and reunited with
his original producer Roy Dea. Highlights include
'The Dark End Of The Street' and a rousing
version of ‘Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor’. There is
an entertaining compilation of his RCA sides
featuring 20 classic tracks 'The Essential Gary
Stewart’ (US RCA CD). Despite his run-ins with
booze and drugs it wasn't that which ended his life
(at 58). In November his wife of some 40 years
Mary Lou passed away. He didn't get over it and
therefore on December 16th he died of a selfinflicted gunshot wound. I never did get to see him
again; I don't believe he came to these shores
again. A new CD 'Live At Billy Bob’s Texas' is
currently on sale but I’ve not heard it, perhaps I
really should being such a fan of his studio
th
albums (Gary Stewart 28th May 1945 – 16
December 2003). I wouldn't mind a Bear Family
Box set of the guy; there must be quite a bit of unissued material.

* Ah, yes the crackles… maybe my hearing isn't
what it used to be (like my local Curry house, I
asked for a Korai they gave me a Korma) but I
couldn't detect any ’adverse sounds'... Anyway I’m
gonna listen to Norah Jones’ 'Feels Like Home’;
it's so laid back but at my advanced age I need
simple pleasures (no dear… put your clothes back
on, it's only 2.40 in the afternoon. I’ve not finished
that celebration champers that was on sale at
£3.99 a bottle).
Lastly check out Linda Gail at The Borderline on
st
April 1 (and no you fool, it ain't an April Fool joke)
performing tracks and selling her new LP/CD. I
don't have any details as yet. Phone 'em up.
'We're gonna funk all night'

As a footnote to the Jerry Lee re-issue of 'The
Session', reports are coming through that all is not
what it seems. Reputedly it's been dubbed from
disc (you can hear crackles between tracks*) and
it's running at a slower speed (the original album
clocks in at 75.40 while the new one has a 77.30
odd time). Brickbats to Cherry Red. Why, you ask,

The Funkster
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The Funkster Update
Jerry Lee’s set list for Gleneagles
on Friday, 20th February 2004.
Trouble In Mind
Drinking Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee
In The Mood
Mean Woman Blues (request)
Jealous Heart
Blues Like Midnight/Blues Stay Away
From Me (medley)
Roll Over Beethoven
Mexicali Rose
C C Rider
Hadacal Boogie
Chantilly Lace
Lawdy Miss Clawdy (with Blondell)
Great Balls Of Fire (with Blondell)
My Bonnie
Me And Bobby McGee
What’d I Say
Down The Line (request)
I’ll Sail My Ship Alone (request)
Before The Night Is Over
Mister Sandman
Whole Lotta Shakin’

(There might have been a couple more but I can’t
decipher my notes… a few glasses of red
impaired my writing).

‘Down Amongst The Sheltering Palms’. He was
very relaxed and joking.
The second night… well you’ll have to wait. All I
will say is that he sang a great cut on ‘Little
Queenie’ (and no messing with the lyrics).

Still funkin’









Kristof & Killer
It was a great thrill to see Jerry perform on two
consecutive nights on his latest UK tour - with the
two dates being so close together both in time and
geographically, I simply had to go to both! Both
shows were fantastic and Jerry looked and
sounded ten years younger, with amazing energy.

Footnote: At his hotel suite (rooms 206-208) after
the show, four of us were invited up to chat with
Jerry Lee for an hour or so. He had a small
electric keyboard and performed a few songs
including ‘Somebody Stole My Girl’, ‘Mammy’
and, another of Jerry’s Al Jolson favourites,

Blackpool Opera House, 28 February 2004
It was at 9.43pm that Jerry strolled on stage and
launched straight into the opening bars of 'Roll
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that asking the sun to “shine on his back door”
was not much use - he didn't have a back door,
only a back porch!

Over Beethoven' with a ferocity that amazed me.
The breakneck speed signalled the Killer meant
business and the slamming of the piano lid
halfway through the song was followed by some
hard-pounding glissandi.

Jerry then took a request from the audience and
launched into 'Lewis Boogie', featuring
an extended solo and some
impeccable boogie runs on the piano.
Jerry was interacting well with the
audience during this song and was
clearly enjoying playing this very
special composition of his own.

Second up was a great version of
'Don't Put No Headstone On My
Grave', a particular highlight of the
show. Jerry's vocals were on top form
and he did some great runs on the
higher notes. The fast version of the
song included some vintage wild
glissandi. At the end of the song came
the obligatory line, “I don't want no
headstone on my grave, I want one of
them dadgum golden monuments!”

Next up was 'Mean Woman Blues',
which included some hard-pounding
glissandi before being cut short by
Jerry.
The Killer then launched straight into
'Whole Lotta Shakin', with the line
“Stand it in one little spot” seeing the
familiar Jerry Lee gesture of holding one hand up
and twisting his index finger in the air: Then: “If
you ain't got something by then you might as well
forget it because you ain't gonna get nothing what do you think, BB?”, Jerry quipped, turning to
his bass player.

Next we were treated
to 'Why You Been
Gone So Long' with
some nice runs across the
keyboard. Jerry's enjoyment of
the song was obvious, letting out
a loud whoop. 'CC Rider'
followed, with some great blues piano, particularly
a fantastic solo on the bass notes. There was a
whole lotta thunder in that left hand! After finishing
off with the immortal line, “Now your reckless
stud's done come”, Jerry next treated us to
'Drinkin' Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee', which included
some nice boogie riffs and a great slowed-down,
bluesy ending.

'Great Balls of Fire' followed, performed with much
energy. Kenny Lovelace then invited Blondell on
stage, with Jerry mentioning how Blondell was
“like family” before turning to him and saying
“Here's your big chance boy - let's see if you can
get it on!”

'Before the Night is Over' followed, which was
sung with much sincerity, the Killer emphasising
the lines “You could use a little tenderness/These
things I know” by moving his hands up and down
his chest to illustrate that his heart really did know
these things. The song featured an extended
ending with Jerry and his band in a good rocking
groove.

Then, as soon as Blondell launched into 'Lawdy
Miss Clawdy', Jerry stood up from the piano and
comically tiptoed for a few steps before exiting
stage left at about 10.20pm, leaving Blondell to
finish his song. Many in the audience may have
assumed that Jerry would return to the stage, but
long-time fans knew better and gave him a
standing ovation as he walked off.

A barn-storming version of 'Sweet Little Sixteen'
was next up, featuring a nice solo all the way
down the keyboard as in the 1962 Sun version of
the song. It was good to see Jerry take a sip of
Sprite (I presume, judging from the bottle!) before
coming in, perfectly on cue, on “We'll Be Rocking
on Bandstand/Philadelphia P.A.” A rapturous
applause followed the song, to Jerry's obvious
delight. The crowd were clearly loving him.

Manchester Apollo, 29 February 2004
Those of us who
made it over to
Manchester the
following
night
were
to
be
treated to a very
special Jerry Lee
concert which I
don't think the city
will be forgetting
in a hurry. After
catching up with a
friend for a drink
on Canal Street, I
arrived at the
Apollo by taxi at

The blues intro signalled we were next to be
treated to 'Trouble In Mind', featuring some great
blues guitar from Jimmy Ripp. At the line, “They
dig you six feet under”, Jerry Lee motioned as if to
lower a casket into the ground, then “Shovel the
dirt down in your face” was accompanied by a
shovelling motion, followed by “Think about that!”,
before launching into another great solo. It was
vintage Killer! Jerry joked at the end of the song
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about 8.30pm, halfway through Blondell's set.

atmosphere at the Apollo was getting really
heated. Jerry launched straight into 'Drinkin'
Wine', featuring some nice boogie riffs. Jerry's
playing was astonishing and really did leave the
audience “screaming for more”! A pulverising
version of 'Sweet Little Sixteen' followed, finished
off with some wild, ferocious glissandi.

Kenny Lovelace then sang a fine version of
'Slippin' and Slidin', followed by Robert Hall (on
drums) with 'Lonely Weekends'. BB Cunningham
then surprised me with some great vocals on
'Sweet Little Rock n' Roller' (I don't remember
hearing him sing before, even on my 2002 trip to
Memphis, when we saw Jerry's band at the Rum
Boogie Cafe as well as at the Convention). I
thought - what a great band Jerry has: all of them
can sing as well as play magnificently!

'Chantilly Lace' came next, with the line “Just
check my track record baby, it definitely stands for
itself” eliciting the approving roar of the crowd.
Jerry had the audience wrapped around his little
finger. “What do you wanna hear?”, Jerry asked
after the song. When everyone seemed to shout
out requests at once, Jerry looked confused and
said, in a mock-stutter, “N-n-name it - and I'll p-pplay it”. Then he launched into the grinding bass
introduction of 'Lucille' and a fine version of the
song followed, with some impeccable solos.

By the time Jerry was due to come on stage the
audience were clearly warmed up, chanting 'JERRY, JE-RRY', Live at the Star-Club-style.
Arriving on stage dressed in a smart charcoal suit,
Jerry launched into 'Roll Over Beethoven', which
included some hard piano-pounding with the
Killer's head tossed back, just like in the good old
days. Jerry's mischievous sense of humour was
on top form: I caught him changing the line “As
long as she's got a dime the music won't never
stop” to “As long as she's got a hundred dollar bill
she'll never stop!”

The next song was a real treat - 'She Even Woke
Me Up to Say Goodbye', which was very well sung
and with much feeling. Jerry finished the song with
a spoken ending, “And then she said, Jerry Lee
...” (reverting to singing, in very strong vocals)
“Goodbye!” The Killer finished off this great
version with a spoken “Goodbye baby - and God
bless you”.

'CC Rider' followed, featuring some great blues
piano which clearly pointed to the influence of
Haney's Big House. Jimmy Ripp played some
crazy blues guitar, gaining JLL's obvious approval.
Jerry obliged with an extended piano solo.
Slamming the piano lid at the end, Jerry smiled at
the audience and shouted “Mercy!” in the best
blues tradition.

'Before The Night Is Over' followed, with some
great call-and-response blues chords between
Jerry and Jimmy Ripp. The song was executed
with a fantastic bluesy ending, with Jerry spelling
out the last word (“L-O-V-E, love”) before finishing
off with a flourish on the piano.

After 'Why You Been Gone So Long', Jerry
dispensed some advice to the audience: “If you
feel like doing something, do it.” After suggesting
patrons could dance in the aisles if it pleased
them, he added as an afterthought (perhaps
sparing a thought for security) that it may not be a
good idea after all, but that “I would if I wanted to!”
Some people clearly didn't need encouragement,
some standing up in their seats and twisting away
(a bit annoying if they're blocking your view!).
Some of these dancers seemed intent on picking
a fight with security, evoking the riotous
atmosphere of the concerts of old.

Jerry basked in the applause which followed, then
launched into 'Whole Lotta Shakin'. The Killer's
piano playing was on top form, and at the end of
the song up went the boot on the high notes, bang
went the piano lid and Jerry stood up to play some
notes with his behind (which were far from 'bum'
notes however). Must be most of the JLL antics
necessary to satisfy any true fan!
Finishing off with 'Great Balls Of Fire', Jerry stood
up to send the piano stool flying across the stage.
He then put the microphone stand on top of the
piano. The audience roared with delight. “Why
thank you very much” growled the Killer
appreciatively before waving to the crowd and
leaving the stage at about 10.30pm.

None of this bothered Jerry, who to our delight
next gave us 'You Win Again' with the familiar inthe-third-person introduction of “Hank Williams
wrote it and recorded it, Jerry Lee Lewis had a
gold record with it.” A great version followed, with
some fine vocals and impeccable piano and it was
good to hear Jerry playing a country tune after the
decidedly up-tempo concert of the night before.

Jerry had given us a high-energy act; he was in
fine voice and his piano-playing was impeccable we had truly been in the presence of a legend!
Kristof Fabry

'Trouble in Mind' followed, with a fantastic
extended blues piano introduction. Jerry asked
Jimmy Ripp to “Give me some gut-bucket blues”
and Jimmy Ripp certainly delivered. The
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SOUL KITCHEN

Upset You Baby' are two, with some nice sax
breaks courtesy of Fred Clark or David Brooks.
There's also the odd gospel number on the menu,
'Just Whisper' and 'A Quiet Time With Jesus' both
featuring male guests and humming backing
singers, which complement Reed perfectly. 'Sick
And Tired' and 'Bump On A Log' just cannot fail to
excite. Reed moulds Chuck Willis's 'My Story' to
her own style, interrelating tinkling from the
ivories, courtesy of hubby.

“Required reading” - John Broven.
Hi Y'all. Welcome to a vase full of spring soul.
CD OF THE MONTH
LULA REED...
I'LL DROWN IN MY
TEARS.
The KING anthology
1952-1955. ACE 984

The bluesy ballads gathered are where
unfortunately the slight boredom creeps in, as her
high range and approach are repetitious, treading
a similar path. An exception is a fine ballad
'Jealous Love'. A few others that hit the spot are
the bluesy doo-wop-ish 'Why Don't You Come On
Home', Titus Turner's melancholy un-issued
'Living In Misery', with some exceptional band
support. Finally the energetic jumping 'I'm Giving
All My Love', which is a good R&B romp.
Considering Lula doesn't really possess a great
dramatic vocal range, anything but ordinary you
could say, her vocal performance shines through
throughout, portraying a deep feeling for the
material she sings. An acquired taste though.
RATING (out of 5) 3½ Soulboys

SONNY THOMPSON & HIS ORCHESTRA. Vocal
LULA REED I'll Drown In My Own Tears: Let's Call It A
Day: Last Night: Waiting To Be Loved By You.
LULA REED Going Back To Mexico: My Story: I'll
Upset You Baby: Just Whisper: A Quiet Time With
Jesus: Rock Love: Let Me Be Your Love: Troubles On
Your Mind: I'm Gone Yes I'm Gone: Sick And Tired:
Your Key Don't Fit No More: Wonderful Love: Watch
Dog: Living In Misery: Don't Make Me Love You: Bump
On A Log: Without Love (Ain’t It A Shame): Why Don't
You Come On Home: I'm Giving All My Love: Jealous
Love.



Sonny Thompson was a band leader and pianist
who had several top ten instrumental hits in the
late forties, before switching to King records in
1950. Lula Reed joined his band in 1951 as
featured vocalist, which resulted in a highly
successful liaison, and marriage. They scored on
their first outing with Reed's name up front, the
first of many hits, with 'I'll Drown In My Own Tears'
written by Henry Glover, King's A&R man, which
reached number five in the R&B charts in 1952.
The song was later turned into a classic by Ray
Charles in 1956.

LOST SOULS
AL 'TNT' BRAGGS
Al Braggs was born
in Dallas, May 23rd
1938. His Mother, a
member
of
the
Salem
Baptist
Church,
was
captured by her son’s
singing
ability,
encouraged
and
taught him to sing
spirituals, first lead,
then harmonizing. He
began
to
sing
seriously in the choir of his mother’s church. His
next step was the formation of a spiritual quartet.
Whilst at high school his attention was drawn to
other forms of music, namely Blues and Hillbilly.
In his early teens he joined a school Rock’n’Roll
band. He studied music, where he was quick to
learn, becoming an accomplished musician before
his singing career was to begin in earnest,
mastering an assortment of instruments, but deep
down it was as a singer he wanted to make his
mark.

Having a few Lula's scattered about the collection,
I thought this would be a neat package to bring
them under one roof, fully aware that there would
be some duplications. Well this, overall, is
generally an appetizing collection, which
represents her best cuts that span the years 1952
to 1955. Hence we are not treated to those
dangerous dynamite duets she recorded with
Freddy King, that helped to blunt the stylus over
the years. At only sixty minutes running time there
was plenty of space for some bonus tracks. Not
that I am in anyway denigrating Reed, but her
squeaky high pitched voice grates after a while, so
I found the twenty four tracks in one session a
little wearing. I think I prefer my Lula's spread out.
And so to the music, there really is much to enjoy.
I'm warmed to her more jumping up-tempo tracks
where our lass's squawking voice is absorbed into
the great band accompaniment nicely, and proves
she can rock as well as other sassy black chicks
around at that time, 'Going Back To Mexico', 'I'll

Along with Cal Valentine, Al formed, around 1955,
a vocal group, The Five Notes, following the talent
contest path, notching up their fair share of wins,
which led to weekend school hop bookings. One
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such talent contest win rewarded them with a
recording session for Chess Records. The group
went into the studio and cut 'Park Your Love' /
'Show Me The Way'. The record's disappointing
sales didn't deter the group; still determined to
make their mark, they changed their name to The
Five Masks, having one release on the Jan Label,
'Polly Molly'. Another name change to the Five
Stars, led them to one release on B B King's
Blues Boy Kingdom label, 'Hey Juanita', and an
appearance in the 1957 movie ROCK, BABY
ROCK IT. Records and movies failed to ignite
much interest in the group, so mutually they
parted company.

own touring show band together, journeying an
endless stint of one-nighters, criss crossing
America, performances that received rave
reviews, "Al Braggs is charged with TNT", he
would grip the audience in the palm of his hand
with his explosive stage act, doing flips, splits,
spins, glided steeps across the stage, teasing the
audience into a frenzy, getting more urgent as his
act progressed. TNT was a huge draw on the live
circuit, but could never really break through to the
record buying public in a substantial way. During
his Duke-Peacock period in the sixties Al got
involved with producing and writing. He wrote 'Call
On Me' and 'Share Your Love With Me', which
were two of Bobby Bland's biggest successes. He
sold 'Call On Me' to Don Robey for $300!

Al joined a band, doubling on piano and vocals,
and was at last making his mark with his
spectacular showmanship. He sang, danced, and
clambered in intensity with each number. He was
appearing at the Golden Duck, an after hours club
in North Dallas, which used to be the hang out for
package tour acts that hit town. Al would sing
these visiting artists’ songs, and quite often be
joined on stage by star names from the R&B
world. One such night Jackie Wilson joined Al on
stage for 'Danny Boy'. After singing Wilson off
stage, the club owner Elmore Harrington
financially backed Al to form his own group, Al
Braggs and the Organizers. The group went on to
play all the well known night spots around North
Dallas, then spending some time as the house
band at the Empire Rooms.

He finally left the company in 1969, and during his
ten years with Duke-Peacock he had just twelve
45s released. It seemed preference and
promotion at the company was given over to their
major artists, Bland and Parker etc, so Al simply
had to wait his chance for a sparse release.
During the seventies he seemed to have settled
into various residences. Then through the
remaining century he appeared to have been just
as active, linked to numerous projects, as a solo
artist, band leader, and producer, producing
amongst others Ernie Johnson and Little Joe
Blue. In November 2000 he appeared at the Blues
Estafette in Utrecht. TNT was certainly a one off
from the entertainment world.

Bobby Bland, after witnessing Al's performance on
a previous visit to the Golden Duck, dragged Don
Robey along to witness Al the next time they
passed through Dallas. Don Robey, president of
Duke-Peacock Records, was suitably impressed
to offer Al a chance to record, which led him, in
late 1959, to Chess studios in Chicago and under
the umbrella of Willie Dixon. Al cut his debut solo
release 'Chase Em Tom Cat' / 'A Little Bit Closer'.
Sales were not spectacular, but it did establish
him as a young artist to be reckoned with.

He died on the 3rd December 2003 after suffering
a series of strokes.

In 1961 a Blues Consolidated touring R&B
package show, featuring Junior Parker and Bobby
Bland split up. Bland took over the band and
called in Braggs as his opening act. Al toured the
USA with the Bobby 'Blue' Bland Revue until
1965. During the sixties Al had a consistent flow
of releases on Peacock Records but the elusive
major chart success wasn't forthcoming until his
sixth single release, 'Take A Look At Me'. Al was
finally making some R&B waves, with an uptempo look at his own live performance, including
dubbed screams and cheers. The songs based
around his dynamic stage antics left nothing to the
imagination, taking one into the audience for three
and half minutes.

SOUL LABELS
Occasionally I thought it would be interesting to
highlight a record label and its output. Although I
did have an in depth look at the Hit and Run and
Special Agent labels back in TFTW 18, I hope to
feature more labels in the future. So to start things
rolling again we turn our attention to KAS-MO who
had just the one release. And what a goody it is
too. KM 1001 Floyd Henley: Believe In
Me/Unchained Melody.

The Basement magazine reports the death of one
of the greats from the deep soul world, Reuben
Bell. Whether he is alive or gone to the great
beyond, will keep you posted.
It's sad to report the death of Doris Troy who died
in Las Vegas on the 16 February 2004. Full
obituary next month.

The label was based in Pennsauken, New Jersey,
and this sole release from 1968 was distributed by
Bell Records. Apart from this one tremendous
45rpm, Floyd Henley is a name totally unknown to
myself. The top side is a beautiful floating ballad
with lyrics by the Philly legends Gamble and Huff.

When he split from Bland in 1965 Braggs got his
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Crystal clear arrangements, with brilliant interplay
between the weaving drum, guitar and bass, along
with rich laid back female backing, as Henley's
soothing soulful vocals rides beautifully on top of
this, as he urges his girl to believe in all he has to
say. I have a feeling the Intruder's had a version
of this out. Before or after?

SHARP Conquer The World Together/We
Got A Good Thing Goin'
1977 Curtom 689 BARBARA MASON Love
Song/Locked In This Position
1978 Gold Mind 4012 LOLEATTA HOLLOWAY
Only You/Good Good Feeling

Bunny with Loleatta

LOU PRIDE
Live dates. Those who witnessed this high-class
chock full of soul master in Utrecht will be there,
those who were not must be. I'm ready for some
more 'I'm Com'un Home In The Morn'un'. Backed
by Mo' Indigo, who recently did a splendid job
behind Charles Walker. London 100 Club April 8th
and for our Shrewsbury readers, Buttermarket
April 15th

Flip it over and you find a brilliant version of the
standard ‘Unchained Melody’. Henley's vocals are
extraordinary, as he tackles this chestnut with a
more urgent gallop than you would expect on this
most daunting of ballads. You can put all the other
seven hundred or so ‘Unchained’s to bed, this is
the crème de la crème version. I believe the
original version of ‘Unchained Melody’ was from
an obscure film called UNCHAINED, with the
sound track recorded by Al Hibbler? ‘Believe In
Me’ can be found on LP's, Bells Cellar Of Soul Vol
3 released in 1969, and Charly's Bells Cellar Of
Soul 89.
WACKY WORDS
POONANNY...PACKIN HEAVY...Malaco
I remember the time I could write my name in the
snow, now it's all I can do to keep it off my toes.
WILL DOWNING
One of the great voices from the soul world pops
in for three days at the Jazz Café. March
29/30/31. Be quick off the mark as it's bound to
sell out quickly.

Lou Pride – Utrecht 2004

SOUL/R&B released in the UK
March 1966, not a lot released again this month,
but like last time there sure are some goodies. It
was just yesterday, it seems, walking back from
Tooting market clutching some of these plastic
gems. An old saying. One of the benefits of
getting older is sometimes you are around when
history is made.

BUNNY NEWS
What's up Doc. It's Bunny's birthday on the 27th
March. He will be 63. So to celebrate this
occasion here is a listing of Mr Sigler's duet
releases.
1969 Neptune 15 CINDY SCOTT We're Only
Human/Sure Didn't Take Long
1970 Neptune 24 CINDY SCOTT Conquer The
World Together/We're Only Human
1971 Philadelphia International 3512 DEE DEE

Arthur Alexander
Woman
The Avalons
Bobby Bland
Read My Mind
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(Baby)

For

You/The
Other
London 10023
Everyday/I Love You
Island 263
I'm Too Far Gone/If You Could
Vocalion 9262

Solomon Burke
Baby Come On Home/(No No) I
Can't Stop Lovin You Now
Atlantic 4073
Jerry Butler
I Stand Accused/I Don't Want To
Hear It Anymore
Sue 4003
Freddy Cannon
Dedication Song/Come On Come
On
Warner Bros 5693
Johnny Cash
The One On The Right Is On The
Left/Cotton Pickin' Hands
CBS 202046
Don Covay
Sookie Sookie/Watching The
Late Late Show
Atlantic 4078
Darrow Fletcher
Pain Gets A Little Deeper/My
Judgement Day
London 10024
Four Tops
Shake Me Wake Me/Just As Long
As You Need Me
T Motown 553
Bobby Fuller Four
I Fought The Law/Little Annie Lou
London 10030
Lowell Fulson
Black Nights/Little Angel
Polydor 56515
Marvin Gaye
One More Heartache/When I Had
Your Love
T Motown 552
Clarence Frogman Henry I Ain't Got No Home/Baby Ain't
That Love
London 10025
The Ikettes
Never More Lonely For You/Sally
Go Round The Roses
Polydor 56516
The Impressions
Since I Lost The One I
Love/Falling In Love With You
HMV 1516
Jackie Ivory
High Heel Sneakers/Do It To
Death
Atlantic 4075
Ramsey Lewis Trio
A Hard Days Night/'Tout A Doubt
Chess 8029
Little Anthony/Imperials
Hurt/Never Again
U Artist 1126
The Mar-Keys
Philly Dog/Honeypot
Atlantic 4079
The Olympics
We Go Together/Secret Agents
Fontana 678
Esther Phillips
I Could Have Told You/Just Say
Good-bye
Atlantic 4077
Boots Randolph
These Boots Are Made For
Walking/Honey In Your Heart
London 10028
Sam & Bill
Fly Me To The Moon/Treat Me
Right
Pye 25355
Sam The Sham/Pharoahs Red Hot/Long Long Way
MGM 1298
The Shangri-Las
Long Live Our Love/Sophisticated
Boom-Boom
Red Bird 10048
Sharpees
Tired Of Being Alone/Just To
Please You
Stateside 495
The Skatalites
Independence
Anniversary
Ska/The Wailers Jumbie Jamboree
Island 260
Jimmy Smith
Where The Spies Are/Part two
Verve 534
Little Johnny Taylor
One More Chance/Looking At The
Future
Vocalion 9264
Carla Thomas
Comfort Me/I'm For You
Atlantic 4074
Irma Thomas
Take A Look/What Are You Trying
To Do
Liberty 66137
Dionne Warwick
In Between The Heartaches/Long
Day Short Night
Pye 25357
Kim Weston
Helpless/Love Like Yours
T Motown 554

Little Anthony
& the Imperials

Darrow Fletcher

Olympics, Lowell Fulson, Irma Thomas, Jerry
Butler and Darrow Fletcher, who's counting?
Amazingly Darrow Fletcher was only fourteen
years old when he recorded his ‘Pain’, a big R&B
hit it was to. Another Fletcher to look out for is the
loping, brassy horn led 'Sitting There That Night',
Chicago soul at it's mightiest. 'Fly Me To The
Moon'. If you don't believe this standard can get
the soul treatment, check out Sam & Bill's version,
(US Joda Records), complete with classical style
backing vocals, including a forceful female. Little
Anthony was still going strong, 'Hurt' was a big US
hit. Resurrected B side of the month, The
Olympics, long time no hear this little gem.
Alexander's B is a tremendous slab of Southern
Soul. Plenty of instrumentals this month.
MARCH BITS
March 9th 1974. Bobby Womack’s brother Harry
aged 28 is stabbed to death in Bobby's Hollywood
apartment. Talking of super hero Bobby, it's his
birthday on the 4th March. I think this puts him at
the big 60. He also cut a tasty 'Fly Me To The
Moon'. March 18th 1982. Teddy Pendergrass
terrible car accident puts him in a wheelchair for
the rest of his life. 20 years ago on April 1st 1984.
th
Marvin Gaye, one day before his 45 birthday is
shot dead by the Reverend Marvin Gaye Sr, in the
aftermath of a heated argument. A great loss.
Bye until next time...
Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on









Roll over Janis, Wanda and Marti Brom; welcome to
the new queen of rock, piano thumping wild child
Barbara Dolly and the Toeglows featuring hit record
‘Blue Bruised Toes/Toenail Clipping Time’. Now
booking at W1 functions and King & Queen meet ups.

Jerry Butler

(Information courtesy of the good Dr Dale)

Soulboy’s top five for this month would be, phew
so hard to choose, Arthur Alexander, The
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You | Tough Tough Tough (2 versions) | I-I-I Love You |
You Shake Me Up | The Way She Smiled | Please
Forgive Me | They Call It The Blues | Promise Me (2
versions) | How Long, How True, Till Then | Chop Suey
| Deep In The Heart Of Texas Rock | Gimme A Lock A
Yo' Hair | I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Cry Over You |
Without Your Love | Mustang Kid | Stuck On You | My
Babe | All By Myself | Tall Oak Tree | I Missed A Lot In
You | Say Goodbye To Donna | We Were Happy | So
Long I'm Gone | Sad
Notes

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

From
Clarksdale,
Mississippi,
Andy
Anderson
is
best
known for his brooding
rockabilly
classics
"Johnny Valentine" and
"Tough Tough Tough",
the latter of which was
my introduction to AA, through a repro of the
Century Ltd. release, bought from Moondog's in
the mid-'70s. The first four tracks on this CD are
previously unreleased and constitute Andy's first
recordings, recorded by Jim Ammons, prexy of his
Mississippi-based label, Delta. Among this quartet
is a first tentative stab at "Johnny Valentine". Hey,
Kats ‘n' Kittens, did you know the Rolling Stones
recorded at Sun in the mid-‘50s? Nah, not them,
this was the name of Anderson's backing band,
consisting of Joe Tubb on lead guitar, Roy Estes
on piano, Billy "Cuz" Covington on bass and
Roger "Bobby" Lyons on drums. Andy and the
Stones, probably not the greatest Rock’n’Roll
band in the world but decent enough musicians,
journeyed to 706 Union to cut a session (including
a first go at "Tough Tough Tough") toward the end
of '57; however, nothing appeared on that classic
yellow label at the time, so the Rolling Stones
clearly got no satisfaction there.

The Flatlanders - Wheels Of Fortune - New
West NW 6049
Baby Do You Love Me Still | Wheels Of Fortune |
Midnight Train | Wishin' For You | Eggs Of Your
Chickens | I'm Gonna Strangle You Shorty | Back To
My Old Molehill | Deep Eddy Blues | Neon Of Nashville
| Once Followed By The Wind | Go To Sleep Alone |
Indian Cowboy | Whistle Blues | See The Way

The latest collection
from this trio of Texas
titans is every bit as
strong as the previous
two
(thirty
years
separate their recording
and release!) and only
on "See The Way" do
we hear all three voices.
The rugged Joe Ely, with his tough,
uncompromising voice, is heard on the bluesy
"Midnight Train", the jaunty novelty "I'm Gonna
Strangle You Shorty", "Go To Sleep Alone", which
is a great rocker with a Cajun feel, and the more
restrained "Neon Of Nashville". Jimmie Dale
Gilmore's haunting, fragile tenor is featured on the
title track, which as a composition strays maybe a
bit too close to the Eagles’ “Lyin' Eyes" for
comfort, but is still enjoyable for all that. Gilmore
also offers the Latin-ish "Wishin' For You" and
rocks on "Back In My Old Molehill"; he adopts a
Johnny Cash approach for "Once Followed By
The Wind" and his "Whistle Blues" is a mid-tempo
rocker. The wispy, Dylan-esque voice of Butch
Hancock is heard on the gentle rocker "Baby Do
You Love Me Still", the pure country sound of
"Eggs For Your Chickens" and "Deep Eddy Blues"
and the Tex-Mex sound of "Indian Cowboy". With
sterling support from guitarists Rob Gjersoe, Mitch
Watkins, and Lloyd Maines, Joel Guzman on
accordion, Gary Herman on bass guitar, Chris
Searles on drums and the undisputed master of
the musical saw, Steve Wesson, this Austin-made
CD is an essential buy.

Early '58 found Andy at the Owen Bradley studio
in Nashville re-cutting his "greatest hit", Johnny V.
shed his leathers for some Ivy League clobber.
This version is naturally inferior to the earlier
readings, but Andy is backed by the local A-Team;
Hank Garland, Grady Martin, Bob Moore, Buddy
Harman and the Jordanaires. Following this, a
spell at Apollo yielded the great "You Shake Me
Up", a tasty rocker. 1959 saw him at Century Ltd.
where, following a floparoonie in "Deep In The
Heart Of Texas Rock"/”Chop Suey", Andy and the
Stones scored a bull’s-eye with "Tough Tough
Tough" and "Gimme A Lock A Yo’ Hair", a real
serious rockin' double-sider. He then cut an OK
revival of Roy Hamilton/Elvis's "I'm Gonna Sit
Right Down and Cry Over You", following a four
year break he recorded at Hi Studios in Memphis
in '64, and ,further sessions from Mississippi
studios took place in 1965 and '67. All the fruits of
Andy Anderson's endeavours through the years
are here for your delight and, according to Dave
Travis' detailed notes, Anderson is still around and

Andy Anderson - Tough Tough Tough Buffalo Bop BBCD 55161
Johnny Valentine (4 versions) | I Got Me A Woman |
Medley; Rip It Up-Ready Teddy-Long Tall Sally | I Love
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still active musically. Interested, promoters?
Congratulations to Buffalo Bop in issuing this
splendid package, in whose booklet some great
photos are to be found. A good 'un!

recorded until the Kent single, "Unlock The
Door"/”I Sat and Cried", thereafter only a couple of
singles on Music City and Chess appeared, and
he had largely retired until in the late '90s he was
persuaded to play a few festivals in the States and
in Europe. He was well received and in 1999 he
cut an apparently excellent album for Bullseye,
"Rockin'n'Shoutin' The Blues". He is still working
and recording today; 2002 brought "Take Your
Pick" on the Nettle Marie label. A Rhythm Riot
appearance, maybe? For now, enjoy this typically
top-notch Ace collection.

Jimmy "T-99" Nelson - Cry Hard Luck; The
RPM/Kent Recordings 1951-61 - Ace CDCHD
976
Cry Hard Luck | Married Men Like Sport | Meet Me
With Your Black Dress On | Right Around The Corner |
T-99 Blues | Bad Habit Blues | Sweetest Little Girl |
Little Miss Teasin' Brown | Rich Little Girl | Mean Poor
Girl | Big Mouth | Baby Child | Second Hand Fool | Cry
Hard Luck (2) | Fine Little Honeydripper | T-99 Blues
(2) | She's My Baby | Raindrop Blues | Big Eyed, Brown
Eyed Girl Of Mine | Last Time Around | Unlock The
Door | I Sat and Cried | She's My Baby (2)

Various Artistes - Ooh Bop Sha Boo; King
Vocal Groups - Ace CDCHD 983
Ooh Bop Sha Boo/Tell Me (The Guytones) Come Go
With Me (The Federals) Deep In My Heart For You
(The Pyramids) Standing Alone/Roach's Rock (The
Temptations) So Can I/Let Some Love In Your Heart
(Otis Williams and The Charms) I Need Your
Tenderness/My My Darling (The Chanters) My Angel
(The Californians) Lonely Rain/The Story Of My Heart
(The Mascots) God Only Knows (The Crystals) You
Broke The Only Heart (The 5 Keys) I'm Yours
Anyhow/Those Golden Bells (The Tenderfoots) Dear
Mother (The Hurricanes) Who Knows, Do
You?/Eternally (The Swallows) Ask Me (Kenny
Martin) Tell Me You're Mine (The 5 Jets) My Baby's
Gone (The Velvet Keys) Blue Flowers (The
Strangers)

Those of you, who,
like me, would have
bought the Jimmy
Nelson 10-inch album
on Ace back in the
early '80s, will regard
this set as a real
godsend. A 23-track
anthology, it covers all
known
recordings
made for RPM (the
Modern subsidiary) between 1951 and 1953, plus
the one-off single released on Kent in 1961, for
good measure. Tony Rounce's notes tell us that
Jimmy Nelson was born in Philadelphia in 1928,
and that his major influence as a singer was Big
Joe Turner. His first recording date was in 1948
for the Olliet label, based in Oakland, San
Francisco, where "Baby Chile" was issued on one
half of a 78. The label's owner, Ollie Hunt, had
become friends with the Bihari brothers who
owned the Modern label and its affiliates, so the
master of "Baby Chile" (or, as it's printed here,
Child) was bought by Jules and Saul, who issued
it as a follow-up to the successful "T-99 Blues".
Nelson was signed to Modern proper in '51.

Another trawl through
the vast vocal group
vault of King/Federal
records
in
a
reasonably strong set.
The 5 Keys’ track was
cut after their classicladen
tenure
with
Capitol in 1961, and is
an attractive ballad,
with Dickie Threat singing lead (Rudy West
decided to leave at this point). The title track
(subtitled "Give All Your Love To Me" and the
"Come Go With Me"-ish "Tell Me (How Was I To
Know)", are sung by the Guytones, about which
doodley-squat is known, according to Gordon
Skadberg, the booklet note writer. The Federals
(previously the Wheels) offer a reasonable cover
of the Del-Vikings' biggie. The Pyramids (whose
contribution is a slowie) also recorded for Ebb as
the Tempomentals. The Temptations heard on
"Standing Alone" and the Cadillacs-ish "Roach's
Rock" are unconnected with the Temps who
recorded for Goldisc and the Temps who
recorded for Motown.

So, how does the music sound? Well, "Cry Hard
Luck" is a driving, mid-tempo R&B rocker, great
stuff, "She's My Baby", first unearthed on the Ace
CD CHD 228 in 1987, has an alternate take, one
of three items getting a first airing. It's another
good mid-pacer, this time with a New Orleans
feel. A Fats Domino style runs through the slow
blues "Unlock The Door", one side of the Kent
single and one of many lowdown pieces heard
throughout the set including, of course, Nelson's
major hit, "T-99 Blues" covered, among others, by
Tiny Bradshaw. I notice that Jimbo's accompanied
by the Peter Rabbit Trio on this and one or two
others (Brer Fox on bass?) They were the guys
with whom Nelson first worked professionally.
Following the '51-'53 sessions, Nelson never

The Charms, featuring the majestic Otis Williams,
are typically cool and brill, while the Chanters do
their typical Louie/Frankie Lymon soundalike job
on songs not quite up to the standard of the
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brilliant "No No No". Jesse Belvin is said to be
singing with the Californians on "My Angel", while
the ballads "Lonely Rain" and "The Story Of My
Heart" are the earliest recordings by a group that
later found fame as the O'Jays. The Velvet Keys
were a rarity on King/Federal, a white group, and
their up-tempo "My Baby's Gone" has a Cadillacslike sound to it. The Tenderfoots bore three
original Lampliters, and the guys sound cool on
their outing "I'm Yours Anyhow". Apart from all the
foregoing, there are plenty of fine ballads on this
24-track pack. Most enjoyable.

The two songs by Fuller Todd (one un-issued)
would have been ideal material for Terry Dene to
record in the late '50s. Wayne Carroll's two are
nice, especially "Chicken Out". Kenny Martin's
offering is, as you'd expect, an answer record.
Rusty "Sugaree" York's track is OK just as Ronnie
Molleen's "Rockin' Up" is an absolute classic that
needs little introduction; for that matter, neither
does H-Bomb's "Midnight Ramble", a hot favourite
in clubland. Bob Temple does his best Freddie
Bell imitation on a song better known by Chuck
Miller. When Boyd Bennett and his Rockets are
behind Moon Mullican, you know the end result
will be favourable, and "Mr. Bullfrog" is a good
dancer for the terpers.

Various Artistes - King Rock'n'Roll - Ace
CDCHD 975

Best known for "No Good Robin Hood" (good job
nobody thought of a follow- up utilizing Friar
Tuck's name). Delbert Barker's version of Mac
Curtis' “hit" is slower but OK and new to our ears.
Gene Stewart's ditty is likeable and easy going,
Teddy Humphries offers a good, loping bopper,
Earl Slone (I hear these days he's a ranger) lays
some hot hillbilly on y'all, Bobby Cash comes on
like Ral Donner with his "Run Fool Run” and Chick
and his Hot Rods interestingly offer a talking
blues, the type Bob Dylan often did early in his
career. Finally, the guy who plagiarized my name
gives us a typical novelty-type rocker. So.
Kats'n'Kittens, that's 'King Rock'n’Roll", an almost
perfect collection from many TFTWoodie’s
favourite label.

What Is Your Technique? (Ronnie Speeks) Midnight
Blues/I Want A Lover/I'm Movin' In (Wes Voight) Rock
On (Trini Lopez) Cuddle Up/You Baby (Fuller Todd)
Chicken Out/Rockin' Chair Mama (Wayne Carroll)
Rock'n'Roll Mr. Bullfrog (Moon Mullican) Goose
Bumps (Delbert Barker) Oh Baby, Dance With Me
(Gene Stewart) Vim Vam Vamoose (Bob Temple)
Midnight Ramble Tonight (H-Bomb Ferguson) Rockin'
Up (Ronnie Molleen) Guitar Pickin' Fool (Teddy
Humphries) Boy! This Stuff Kills Me (Bruce Channel)
Shake 'Em Up Baby (Rusty York) You Are My
Happiness (Booker Lee Jr.) I'm The Jivin' Mr. Lee
(Kenny Martin) I'll Give 'Em Rhythm (Hardrock
Gunter) Bullfrog Boogie (Earl Slone) Run Fool Run
(Bobby Cash) Just Doing Rock'n'Roll (Chick and His
Hotrods)

This 24-tracker acts as
a perfect companion to
the superlative "King
Rockabilly" set of two or
three years ago and,
mainly, comes up to
scratch.
The
only
disappointments are the
Booker Lee Jr. (though
this is down to Mr. Lee
himself rather than the band) and, surprisingly
perhaps, Bruce Channel, normally so aweinspiring, here he sounds awe-ful. The other 22
range from good to excellent. Ronnie Speeks
offers a solid rockin' twister (well, it was cut in '61)
while Trini Lopez, years before his unhealthy
obsession with hammers, presents what would
now be considered a solid stroller. Brother of actor
Jon, Wes Voight changed his name to Chip Taylor
in the mid-‘60s, became a singer-songwriter, and
a very good one at that. His albums from the '70s
to the present are all enjoyable, and since he
wrote "Wild Thing", he will not have to worry about
his economic situation in the future. All that lay
ahead when young Wes cut a great "Turn Me
Loose"-based "I'm Movin' In" and the chugging
"Midnight Blues" and equally chugging (and
previously un-issued) "I Want A Lover".

Show Review
Lynette Morgan and the Blackwater
Valley Boys at The Fiddler's Elbow,
Chalk Farm, London 1-2-04
The people who organise the "Come Down and
Meet The Folks" sessions each and every Sunday
at the Fiddler's Elbow in Malden Road, Chalk
Farm in North-West London always feature the
best and most interesting of British roots music
artistes, with Cajun, rhythm 'n' blues, folk, and
especially country, and when it comes to early
'50s country with a dash of boogie and westernswing, no one does it better than Lynette Morgan
and the Blackwater Valley Boys as far as UK acts
are concerned. Whether the material be original
or covers, true sound authenticity is maintained at
all times, and the band seem to have as much of
a good time as their audiences.
Lead singer and rhythm guitarist Lynette, lead
guitarist Willie Briggs and steel guitarist Phil
Morgan were previously the nucleus of the
Tennessee Rhythm Riders, whose promo video
for their 1998 recording of Dick Stratton's "Pistol
Boogie" was extensively featured on VH1 in the
UK, as was a studio performance of "Viva Las
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Vegas", given a western swing treatment. Along
with the aforementioned three nowadays are
fiddle man Jim Morrison, and Gary Boller playing
bass. And that's it, no drummer; but Gary's playing
forms a rock-solid foundation on which the other
band members weave their musical tapestry.

the sky, but we can anticipate the
50th anniversary next month (on the
12th) of the recording, at the Pythian
Temple in New York, of "Rock
Around The Clock". As with most of
my 20's, apart from Number One, the
other choices are in no order of
preference. Oh, by the way, to a dear
friend and major-league Haley fan, Bernie, this
one's for you!

"Barnyard Boogie" kick-started just over an hour
of originals such as "Road Signs and Middle
Lines", the title track of their El Toro CD released
late in 2002, "Don't You Lie To Me", and "Love
and Leave You” mixed with a well-performed
selection of classics. Among these, Lynette
delivered "I Loved and I Lost" and "Your Cheatin'
Heart" with great Patsy Cline-like panache; also
worthy of note were Ernie Chaffin's Sun classic
"Feelin' Low", Hank Hiram's lesser-known "Fly
Trouble" done to a tee by Willie, "I'm Waitin' Just
For You", first recorded by Hawkshaw Hawkins
but I remember hearing Pat Boone's version as a
kid!

1. Hot Dog Buddy Buddy Originally issued in the
UK on the back of "Rockin' Through The Rye",
in 1956. "Buddy" was cut at the Temple on
March 30, 1956 and Bill and the boys had
major fire in their bellies as they played; the
two instrumental breaks, first by Franny
Beecher, then by Rudy Pompilli, strike me as
the feistiest on record, certainly in Franny's
case, where zipping runs fairly fly from his
Gibson; one of the great a11-time guitar
breaks; as for Rudy, his solo is bettered only
by "The Saints Rock'n'Roll" and, naturally,
"Rudy's Rock".
2. Rock The Joint Born William John Clifton
Haley Jr. on July 6, 1925 in Highland Park,
Detroit, Michigan, (as indeed was Jackie
Wilson) Bill Haley First recorded as part of !he
Downhomers for Vogue in 1944. He next
recorded with a new outfit, the 4 Aces of
Western Swing, for Jack Howard's Cowboy
label in 1948-49. 1951 found him at Dave
MilIer's Holiday record company, with his band
now renamed the Saddlemen, cutting, at
Miller's behest, a cover version of Jackie
Brenston's R&B hit, "Rocket 88". Haley was
reluctant to record this kind of material and the
version sounded quite stilted but sales were
encouraging, and Miller noticed a slight black
feel to Bill's voice. A popular staple of the
band’s stage act was "Rock The Joint", which
had been a huge R&B hit for Jimmy Preston on
Gotham in 1949. In his recording, Haley
achieved what no-one had previously managed
to do, combine a country/R&B sound. Haley rerecorded the song in ‘57,but this 1952 version
is my favourite; the guitar solo, by Danny
Cedrone, was later replicated almost note-fornote on "Rock Around The Clock".

Merle Travis’ "Dark As A Dungeon" was
outstanding, no other word for it, and much
appreciated by a packed crowd. Edwin Bruce's
"Rock Boppin' Baby" has gained popularity
through a cover by the Collins Kids, and I'm sure
it's that particular version that influenced Lynette.
Last scheduled song was Tennessee Ernie's
"Blackberry Boogie", and the band encored twice,
on J.C's "Folsom Prison Blues" and the pure
rockabilly of "Love Me Like I Wantcha To Do" first
cut, I think, by the Belew Twins. So, a brilliant
performance from this hot little band whose CD,
mentioned above, is thoroughly worthy of your
attention.
First of all, deepest apologies to those who were
expecting a Bill Haley Top 20 last month when my
Buddy Holly choices got an airing. My one active
brain cell decided to take a winter break to
Switzerland or somewhere; now it has returned
and settled down comfortably in the vacant area
that is my head so, without further ado, I present...

Bill Haley; My Top
20
Not only that, a top 20 wasn't originally planned for
this month! Actually, in presenting the 20 this
month, not only can we recognise the fact that it
was 23 years ago last month that "the man that
started it all" went to that great rockin' festival in
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a corker of a solo on this Haley hit, a song that
Bill featured in his stage act for the rest of his
life.
7. R-O-C-K
8. Rock A Beatin' Boogie
Much to Haley's chagrin, D'Ambrosia, Lytle and
road drummer Dick Richards upped and left to
form the Jodimars in mid-1955, and over the
next couple of years recorded a number of
largely great Haley-styled discs for Capitol. In
addition to bassist Al Rex, Rudy Pompilli, a
tenor saxist who had played in the bands of
Ralph Marterie and Duke Ellington (ironically
Pompilli had played on the former's cover of
"Crazy Man Crazy"), was drafted in, and stayed
with Bill through thick and thin until Rudy's
untimely death in 1976.
9. The Saints Rock'n'Roll In the late summer of
1956, Bill Haley and the Comets had no less
than five songs on the UK chart at one time, of
which this was one. A great showcase for the
band members, and I always had my theories
about the messy ending; perhaps the guys felt
Bill was going to finish with a "When The
Saints Go Marchin' Innnnn" as he always did in
concert and on record for the rest of his life, as
he didn’t, Billy, Johnny and Fran may have
been left confused while Rudy, Al, and session
drummer Cliff Leeman took the take out.
10. Goofin' Around
11. Rudy's Rock "Goofin'
Around” is a perfect
demonstration of Franny
Beecher's abilities, while
"Rudy's Rock" showed
the world who the
greatest "honker" was,
with respect to Big Jay
McNeely
and
Joe
Houston.
12. Hook, Line and Sinker
13. Blue Comet Blues
14. Rockin' Through The Rye
15. Forty Cups Of Coffee
Three out of the four are mid-tempo, and I was
always fond of Haley's less-wild items from this
period. Ralph Jones, who was one of my
favourite drummers when I was playing, joined
the Comets in early '56 and graced many a
session cut with his tight, disciplined playing,
none more so than in the case of "Hook, Line
and Sinker".
16. Move It On Over Bill brings the Big Beat to a
Hank Williams classic and, Franny delivers a
tip-top bluesy guitar riff and, Ralph Jones'
drums sound simply superb. Deserves to be a
hot stroller at record hops.
17. Skinny Minnie By early '58 Bill's record sales
had dwindled due to the increased competition
in Rock’n’Roll (notably Elvis) and due also to
the poor material he was having to record. This
one, however, temporarily stopped the rot.

3. Crazy, Man, Crazy Recorded at Reco-Art
Studios in Philadelphia in 1953. The band had
now become the Comets, and an R&B feel had
completely taken over musically, the country
influence had diminished totally. Haley decided
to write a song based on the everyday "hip"
language he was hearing from teenagers in his
travels, and "Crazy Man Crazy" was the result.
Apparently, the "Go Go Go everybody" chant
was inspired by baseball cheerleaders, This is
a great, great track, propelled by the work put
in by session drummer Billy Guesak.
4. Real Rock Drive The final selection from the
pre-Decca days and this was a major record
hop hit when I frequented places like the Lion
and Key and, other rockin’ London venues. Cut
in Chester, Pennsylvania in '51,it truly rocks
along like the proverbial clappers. By the way,
around the same time Johnny Horton recorded
a similar sounding ditty entitled "Tennessee
Jive", which begs the question, who inspired
who?
5. Rock Around The Clock A recording
innocently used over the opening and closing
credits of the MGM motion picture "The
Blackboard Jungle" that eventually became a
national
anthem
for
Rock’n’Roll
and
supposedly the movement's biggest-selling
record of all time. Yet, back on the day it was
laid down at New York City's Pythian Temple
studio, on April 12, 1954, the principles,
including producer Milt Gabler, weren't
expecting to record it at all, as most of the
booked studio time was spent on perfecting a
hot new song offered to Haley entitled
"Thirteen Women". Once everyone was
satisfied, "Clock" was given a couple of goes.
As to arrangement, it was initially suggested
that saxman Joey D'Ambrosia take the second
instrumental break after guitarist Danny
Cedrone took the first. What in fact happened
was that the band did a big band-type
ensemble riff which seemed to fit in better.
Cedrone replicates his "Rock The Joint" solo to
great effect, and steel guitarist Billy
Williamson, along with two guys who keep the
Comets flag flying these days. pianist Johnny
Grande and bassman Marshall Lytle, drive
things along superbly, not forgetting drummer
Billy Guesak, whose final crash at the song's
conclusion was said to be a musical statement
along the lines of "Sod this backbeat lark". Just
an ordinary song to everyone at the time, but
once it went to Number One on both sides of
the pond, Haley's life was to be changed
forever, just like the teens of the time.
6. Razzle Dazzle Not long after the "Rock Around
The Clock"/"13 Women" session. Danny
Cedrone tragically died and in September 1954
Franny Beecher, who had previously played
guitar for Buddy Greco and in Benny
Goodman’s band, was enlisted. He contributes
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Arranged in a "stroll" style (the dance was in its
first flush of popularity then), it became Haley's
last hit record of any consequence. No less a
person than Snooks Eaglin cut a version for
his 1995 album on Blacktop, "Soul's Edge" '
18. Where Did You Go Last Night Another
stroller, and a very under-featured, under-rated
track. Good work from Franny on this.
19. Caldonia Bill and The Comets cut this in the
Pythian Temple in April but on the Bear Family
box "The Warner Brothers Years And More",
there appeared two demo versions of this
song, the second of which makes the 20.
'Tougher than the issued version, this is an
absolute delight.
20. That's How I Got To Memphis Following his
departure from Decca in 1959, Haley went to
the Warner Brothers label, then in its
ascendancy with the Everly Brothers on its
roster. Attempts to claw back into the Top 20
failed, and so over the next eight years or so,
Haley went from one record label deal to
another; in 1961 "Spanish Twist"/”My Kind Of
Woman" appeared on Gone, a twist album
surfaced on Roulette in '62, the following year
"Tenor Man", virtually a copy of Fats Domino's
"What A Party" appeared on Newtown, then in
'65, the novelty "Tongue Tied Danny" came out
on Apt. At this point
Haley relocated to
Mexico and enjoyed
considerable success
both live in person
and on record (the
Orfeon label). In 1968
he turned up on
United Artists with
this great version of
the Tom T Hall song.
Chart-wise, it sank.
He then signed an
extended deal with
the Swedish label Sonet which started
disappointingly with re-recordings of his
greatest hits, but better were a 1970 album
recorded in Nashville entitled "Rock Around
The Country", and 1979's "Everyone Can
Rock'n'Roll", which was to constitute his last
recordings.

generation (well, generations, really) of keen
teens worldwide. Thanks for the music Bill, and
rest in peace.
Rock A Beatin' Bunter
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“Gotta Get This Off My
Chest” department

Despite the uneven quality of his studio work,
his loyal fans always turned out to see him in
concert all over the world throughout the '60s
and '70s. His last public appearance was
sometime in 1980; shortly after he fell ill and
died, aged 55, on February 9, 1981 of a heart
attack. Elvis was certainly Rock’n’Roll's first
major icon, but Haley was its first star. That
blend of country and rhythm'n'blues that he
accidentally stumbled upon in the early '50s
put him in good musical stead for the rest of
his days, and it also inspired a Rock’n’Roll

I'm incensed by the totally biased Hutton Report
on the events leading up to Dr David Kelly's
suicide. From under what bloody stone did this
Lord Hutton creature crawl? He's obviously totally
in the pocket of Tony Blair; one just wonders in
what form he is being paid off - money, a post in
the next government, something in the New
Year's Honours List? Perhaps he'll be appointed
next BBC Chairman or Director General just to
insure its 'impartiality'. At the very least he is of the
old Establishment school that believes the
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government of the day can never be wrong.

would have located the factories and storage
sites, and followed the WMD wherever they were
moved to. They'd know EXACTLY where they
were, just as they knew where all Saddam's
palaces and major bunkers were. You can hide
Saddam for months with the help of disguises and
look alike decoys, but you CAN'T hide WMD
stockpiles from UN weapons inspectors scouring
the country for years and sophisticated spy-in-thesky technology. Of course Blair and Bush knew
the WMD story was a load of old hogwash - the
most they hoped to find was a few past-their-sellby date chemical/biological weapons buried
somewhere, probably left over from when the US
and UK supported and armed Saddam against
Iran. This was also the period Saddam committed
his greatest atrocities, backed by the USA and
UK.

The facts, as everyone knows by now, are these:
Blair lied when he said Iraq had Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD), when he said they could
launch chemical/biological weapons in 45
minutes, when he denied he authorized the
leaking of Dr Kelly's name to the press which led
directly to his suicide, when he and Alastair
Campbell denied 'sexing up' the September
dossier on Iraq's non-existent WMD. Okay, so he
lied on a plane about the Kelly leak and not to the
House of Commons, but it's still a lie.
On the other hand, Gilligan, the BBC reporter, was
essentially right in all the accusations he made
about Campbell 'sexing up' the dossier, Gilligan
quoting Dr Kelly anonymously. Okay, nobody can
at the moment PROVE Blair knew there were no
WMD in Iraq, no-one can PROVE Campbell
altered the text of the September dossier against
the advice of the intelligence services, but
common sense tells you this was so. If the USA
could spot unfinished missile bases in Cuba with
spy-in-the-sky technology back in 1962, in 2003
when this technology has improved so much that
they can read the headlines of a newspaper or a
car registration plate from a satellite in orbit you
can't tell me that the USA, UK and the intelligence
services didn't know full well there were no WMD
in Iraq.

Back to the Hutton inquiry, it was revealed during
the hearings that Tony Blair himself was present
at the meeting where the leaking of Dr Kelly's
name was authorized - therefore Blair lied when
he said he didn't authorize it. So who gets all the
blame? Why, the BBC whose charter and license
fee come up for review very shortly.
Who says we live in a democracy? How long will
the BBC be allowed to retain any independence
from government now? Is Tony Blair Joseph
Stalin Mark II, since Hutton has just conducted
what amounts to a show trial of the BBC? How
come Dr Kelly and thousands if innocent Iraqis
are dead, yet Tony Blair, Geoffrey Hoon and the
rest of their gang are completely off the hook?
The government hounded that poor man to his
death, just for daring to suggest the September
dossier was exaggerated to help justify the war.
Remember, without that dossier the Attorney
General would never have been able to
pronounce the war 'legal'. Of course it wasn't
'legal', it never even got the endorsement of the
UN Security Council, which is weighted in favour
of the big nuclear powers, let alone the UN
General Assembly.

Iraq, with its 'no fly zones' patrolled constantly by
U.S. and British aircraft, overflown by U2 spy
planes and spy satellites was the most scrutinised
country on Earth since the fall of the Soviet Union.
Quite apart from the fact that UN inspectors had
been unable to find any WMD since the 1991 war.
Surely I and George Galloway can't be the ONLY
people outside Iraq who knew there were no
WMD in Iraq before the war started?
Some of us are intelligent enough to know that if
Colin Powell could show to the UN spy-in-the-sky
photos of weapons being loaded onto or off trucks
just before the war as 'evidence' of WMD, they
couldn't have 'lost' these huge trucks when the
WMD were moved. This begs the question how
old were these photos - 10, 15 years perhaps?
Certainly the UN inspectors begged and begged
US intelligence to tell them where the WMD were
hidden, and got in reply total silence. “Where are
those huge WMD stockpiles you photographed
exactly.” “Sorry, we've lost them. Those sneaky
Iraqis must have destroyed the bloody things after
the 1991 war just so we'd have no excuse to
invade again, but it won't wash with us. We'll go in
and pull down some statues of Saddam Hussein
instead.”

The Hutton Report is probably the greatest
travesty of justice since the completely biased
Jeremy Thorpe trial, when he was acquitted of
ordering the murder of Norman Scott, so brilliantly
lampooned by Amnesty International UK's ‘Secret
Policemen's Ball’ recorded sketch of the judge's
biased summing up. (I'm not saying Thorpe was
guilty, just that the trial/summing up was biased in
his favour.)
I can't believe Teflon Tony will get away with it yet
again. He has committed the greatest crime by a
British PM since Suez - launched a completely
unprovoked attack on another country in alliance
with the USA on false 'evidence' and is partly
personally responsible for Dr Kelly's death, yet he

If WMD existed in any substantial quantity, US
intelligence aided by spy-in-the-sky technology
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comes out whiter than white, and the
whistleblowers at the BBC who alerted the public
to this deception get the blame. Hutton should be
awarded the Orders of Stalin and Goebbels, or
perhaps our beloved leader will instigate the Order
of Fuehrer Blair Who Can Do No Wrong in the
next New Year's Honours List?

verses are wonderfully juxtaposed with the
hollering of the chorus. The lyrics enable you to
visualise the locations and situations that are
really sleazy, this adds to the excitement. My only
criticism is, when played live, the intro is done in a
spoken word style that I feel creates a better vibe.
Did your mamma never ever tell you never drink
in bars? 4 minutes 30 seconds of slow sleazy
Hammond sprinkled blues, glorious!
Head high – Funky, big voice hollering announces
‘There was a tiiiiime that my suit was made of silk’;
if this don’t get your tush moving nothing will.
Comes complete with Sax!

In the week following the Hutton report, there has
been a public outcry against its findings. Greg
Dyke has resigned as BBC Director General, but
is now free to say just what he thinks of the Hutton
report (not much!), BBC staff have walked out in
protest. Meanwhile David Kay, departing
American chief of the Iraq Survey Group looking
for the non-existent WMD, has now admitted
there weren't any, and Bush and Blair have been
forced to hold public inquiries on why the
intelligence got it so wrong (or why Bush and Blair
twisted the intelligence and sexed it up to justify a
war Bush and his loony right advisors had planned
since before September 11th).

The longest track on the album – Do you wanna
drive in my car? - is a shade over 8 minutes. Like
Drinkin’ bars, it’s slow and sleazy. The constant
references to ‘slipping on the clutch’ gives you no
doubt about the subject matter. The guest vocals
of Sarah ‘Sweet Laredo’ Scott are always a
welcome accompaniment at live gigs, likewise the
album isn’t devoid of her ample talents as she
harmonises with the lead vocals.

Let's hope these public inquiries will be more
balanced and independent than the Hutton one. At
least on the UK one all major political parties will
be represented, it won't be left to some old
fossilised-in-aspic Establishment judge like
Hutton.

Buy the album now at Pimp gigs or over the net
at: www.pimphq.co.uk
Also check out the web site for streaming audio
links and a video of “Pimp theme” shot at 100
Club and in the bath!

Shame the Liberal Democrats have decided not to
be represented on the Butler Committee. As the
only major political party to oppose the Iraq War, I
think they've made a great mistake in deciding not
to be part of this public inquiry, albeit of limited
scope. Let's just hope the Butler Committee does
a better job than Hutton, but I'm now not holding
my breath with no LibDems on the committee.

Athlete - Vehicles & Animals
The debut album from this Deptford 4 piece (and
Mercury prize nominated) is a real mixture of
catchy songs with influences in music style from
acts as diverse as Gomez, Steely Dan and the
Flaming Lips.
There is nothing that’s going to break new ground
here, more just dig up the existing stuff and whirl it
around in a blender for 10 minutes. That said, it is
not an album full of samples of other people’s
music and I can’t think of anybody else doing
anything similar. I know it sounds like a
contradiction but, if you listen to it, you will know
what I mean. Most of the samples are electronic
sounds like Theremin, Static and the like. This
has created a pleasant flavour to tingle those
aural taste buds. Sort of Lo Fi mixed with a bit of
Trip Hop.

Tony “Happy Pappy” Papard
The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board would like
to remind readers that the views expressed by our
contributors are not necessarily those of the editorial
board (but neither are they necessarily not)









Marffa's Muffins
Pimp – Pimp
At long last, towards the end of last year, Pimp
finally released their long awaited debut album.
Recorded in the lead singer’s Haringey studio, the
album is 12 tracks of Jazzy Funkadelic Blues;
basically it’s their set from a live gig with a bit of
extra depth from guest musicians on some tracks.

El Salvador, the first track on the album is a jaunty
wander (and at times funky) through the band’s
thoughts on getting a record contract and the
associated trappings; ‘free drinks that you pay
yourselves’ is a particularly pertinent lyrical
observation. The vocal harmonies are really good
and add much to the depth of tune.

Personal favourites for me are:
Street life – The Tom Waits vocals during the

Westside, is track which lulls you into a false
sense of security as the first two verses are quite
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slow and quiet; enter the second chorus and it
gets heavier and louder. This is where the Steely
Dan influence comes in the form of a Golden
Voice type sample. It’s not the only area where
Dan makes an appearance, no, lyrically they can
be quite Steely Dan.

the flowers. I set the glasses back down on the
counter, fill a container with water and suddenly I
spot the TV remote. Someone left it on the kitchen
table. I realise that tonight when we go to watch
TV, we will be looking for the remote, but nobody
will remember that it's on the kitchen table.

Joel Potts’ vocals on Shake some windows
remind me of the band Sunhouse that did the
music for the film 24/7. I quite liked the title track,
its main theme being about the innocent of being
a child and the irrelevance of issues around you.

So I decide to put it back in the living room where
it belongs, but first I'll water the flowers. I splash
some water on the flowers, but most of it spills on
the floor. So, I set the remote back down on the
table, get some paper towels and wipe up the
spillage. Then I head down the hall trying to
remember what I was planning to do.

This struck me as Sunday afternoon album, the
sort you want to put on when you are reading a
good book and relaxing. It’s not a chill out album
but it could be. I think it will depend on your mood
how you view it.

At the end of the day; the car isn't washed, the
bills aren't paid, there is a warm glass of white
wine sitting on the counter, the flowers aren't
watered, there is still only one cheque in my
cheque book, I can't find the remote, I can't find
my glasses, and I don't remember what I did with
the car keys. Then when I try to figure out why
nothing got done today, I'm really baffled because
I know I was busy all day long, and I'm really tired
and stressed out.

MM








Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
We recently discovered this extract from Dr.
Dale's e-mail and feel that it explains a lot…

I realise this is a serious problem, and I'll try to get
some help for it, but first I'll check my e-mail
(another achievement in itself).

Recently, I (i.e. Dr Dale) was diagnosed with
A.A.A.D.D. - Age Activated Attention Deficit
Disorder. This is how it manifests itself:

Do me a favour, will you? Forward this message
to close friends you know, because I don't
remember to whom it has been sent. Don't laugh if this isn't you yet, your day is coming! And if I (Dr.
Dale) have sent this to you before.... well, now you
know why you're getting it again.

I decide to wash my car (an achievement in itself).
As I start toward to the garage, I notice that there
are letters on the hall table. I decide to go through
these before I wash the car. I lay my car keys
down on the table, put the junk mail in the waste
paper bin under the table, and notice that the bin
is full. So, I decide to put the bills back on the
table and take out the garbage first but then I
think, since I'm going to be near the post box
when I take out the rubbish anyway. I may as well
pay the bills first. I take my cheque book off the
table, and see that there is only one cheque left.
My new cheque book is in my desk in the study,
so I go to my desk where I find the chilled glass of
white wine that I had been drinking.







Linda Gail Lewis will be appearing at the
Borderline, London on Thursday, 1st April 2004 to
promote her new CD to be issued by Sanctuary.
Actually it is the same tracks as appeared on her
last CD ('Rock'n'Roll') which was difficult to obtain
plus, I think, six extra rockin' bluegrass titles
recorded in Sweden.

I'm going to look for my cheques, but first I need
to push the glass of white wine aside so that I
don't accidentally knock it over. I see that the wine
is getting warm, and I decide I should put it in the
refrigerator to keep it cold. As I head toward the
kitchen with the glass, a vase of flowers on the
counter catches my eye; they need to be watered,
as otherwise Mrs. Dale will be unhappy.







The Last Supper
(Revisited)

I set the glass of white wine down on the counter,
and I discover my reading glasses that I've been
searching for all morning. I decide I’d better put
them back on my desk, but first I'm going to water

The collection of motley outcasts from society
gathered together at the Shaftsbury pub on
th
Friday, 20 February 2004 for their monthly scoff
‘n’ booze meeting. Twelve such souls attended
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but, conspicuous by their absence, were Charles
(do I really want to associate with this lower class
riff raff) Dale, Dave (the new Stompertime release
is the greatest yet) Travis and Darren (I cannot
stop yawning) Vidler. This pub is located in St.
Martins Lane and is ideally located for the various
west end of London eateries but does get oh so
bloody crowded. If anyone in ‘Tales From The
Wood’-land has suggestion(s) for a centrally
located meet ‘n’ greet venue that does not get
packed to the gills, please contact our esteemed
editor – he of the knitted or beaded hats - (who
even managed to break all previous records by
arriving on time on this occasion) and you shall be
rewarded.

considerable quantity of good food scoffed and
the even more considerable quantity of wine and
beer quaffed.
th

The next meet up will be on Friday, 19 March
2004 at the King & Queen where we shall be
having a tri-party birthday celebration as well as
enjoying the JLL musical styling of Terry Lee.
Who knows, even the great Dr. Dale may deign to
join us.
Tony Wilkinson









FRANK MATCHAM'S THEATRES

Conversation centred on the forthcoming visit by
Jerry Lee Lewis as well as all manner of other,
generally unrelated, subjects. The varied content
was worthy of the chats taking place in the pub of
any TV soap and perhaps we should invite a
producer of a reality television show along next
time. The disciples eventually set off for their last
supper revisited, reduced by two as Ken Major
wanted to get to bed early as he was due to spend
twelve hours the next day perfecting the pose of a
garden gnome with fishing rod and Bunter wanted
to experiment with his new toy, a DVD player.

Who's Frank Matcham, or who was he you may
ask. Although with the recent re-opening of the
Hackney Empire following its 17 million pound
restoration to its former glory, you may have
caught the name. He could easily carry the title of
The Theatre Architect of Britain. In a period of a
little over thirty years, 1879 – 1912, he built over
100 theatres and was responsible for the total
refurbishment of many more. Not to mention the
Tower Ballroom at Blackpool, shades of Reginald
Dixon, the man who zoomed up through the floor
whilst playing the mighty Wurlitzer organ. Maybe
that hole in the floor was designed and put there
before our Reg was even born.

The place selected by ol’ beaded hat for this
evening’s sustenance was Jimmy’s, a basement
restaurant in Frith Street in the heart of Soho.
What it lacks in décor, it makes up for in
atmosphere and this has proved to be one of the
more popular choices for the clan gathering. The
cuisine served up is Greek as was/is the bazooka
instrumentalist sitting in the corner. The last
mentioned was bribed sufficiently to play some
Rock’n’Roll and proceeded to pluck his way
through what was, in essence, the Beatles
songbook with a few diversions along the way.
Glasses were raised as normal to those who have
recently departed this earth and are now hopefully
performing up in Rock’n’Roll heaven. On this
occasion we were also able to celebrate that
Clarence Frogman Henry is still with us, despite a
report to the contrary from Mark Lamar last
Thursday during his ‘Shake, Tattle & Roll’ radio
show. The talk was again relaxed and was
enhanced by a finger clicking demonstration from
all concerned. This was easily won by Nick ‘Peter
Pan’ Cobban doing his best Dean Martin
impression, no doubt due to the fact that he had
no distracting pressures as a consequence of the
previously mentioned no show from Dr. Dale.
There was the inevitable Spanish inquisition when
it came to settling the bill. Indeed, dear old Tony
‘Bad Example To The Youth Of The Country’
Papard thought the bill was £13.00 per head
rather than the actual £30.00. The latter was
actually good value taking into account the

Frank Matcham

So how did this country lad from Newton Abbot in
Devon, come to reach such a high position, where
he was courted by all the great theatrical
impresarios asking him to design and build them a
theatre or theatres, not only in London but in all
the major cities In Britain? Perhaps that should be
in the British Isles, since he built one in Douglas,
Isle of Man. His first step up the ladder was a spell
spent with a firm of quantity surveyors in London,
and soon after that, he joined a firm already
specialising in theatre design. It was here that he
made his most progressive move... he married the
boss's daughter. It rarely fails. Then when his
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father in law died suddenly twelve months later,
Frank found himself head of the family and head
of the business.

London are the London Palladium, the Victoria
Palace, the London Hippodrome (at present a
night club), the Richmond Theatre, the Lyric
Hammersmith, and the newly re-opened Hackney
Empire, following its 17 million pound total
refurbishment (hip hip hooray). Come to think of it,
it may even replace the Coliseum as my number
one favourite.

Got the girl, got the job, got the pay. But it was a
big responsibility and a heavy workload for Frank
to take on. Fortunately he loved the work and was
best described as a hard worker, rather than a
workaholic. He knew how to relax, and enjoyed
spending time with his family. His first major
works following his taking over the reins were the
rebuilding of the Elephant and Castle Theatre and
the Cambridge Music Hall.
At the end of the nineteenth century there was a
great boom in the building of theatres and music
halls, and Frank Matcham's practice was ready to
satisfy this demand. The music halls grew out of
large pubs with music and dancers and were
mainly for a male clientele. It wasn’t until the bar
was separated from the audience watching the
stage, that the real music halls were born with a
mixed clientele. Music halls needed a fly tower for
the scenic flats but not necessarily a very deep
stage, and could be built on quite tight sites.
The Theatres proper were different; these were
built for spectacle and to seat large audiences in
some degree of comfort, all the Matcham theatres
had good sight lines and good ventilation. The
social barriers were well established with separate
entrances for different levels of seating and rank
with the balconies, from the royal circle and the
boxes to the less fashionable upper circle (the
Gods), all wrapping themselves around the stage.

London Palladium

So many Grand Theatres, Theatres Royal, Empire
Theatres, Palace Theatres, and the like, and most
of them now sadly demolished and replaced by
commercial properties or cinemas. It is difficult to
imagine the size and scale of many of these lost
theatres. The London Palladium seats 2,286
which is one of the biggest in London, and yet the
Borough Theatre, the New Cross Empire, the
Holborn Empire, the Finsbury Park Empire, all had
2000 seats. The Alexandre Theatre in Stoke
Newington weighed in with 2800 seats. Whilst
looking at these figures, you have to be impressed
by the massive Lewisham Hippodrome seating
3500 people. You could seat the present day
Victoria Palace Theatre (1565) twice over with
many seats to spare.
I can't resist throwing in an example from my own
home town of Bolton where Frank Matcham built
SIDE BY SIDE the Grand Theatre (2800) for
music hall customers and the Theatre Royal
(2150) for touring musicals and operas and the
occasional ballet. As a boy I was dispatched with
the school crocodile into the Theatre Royal to see
a matinee performance of La Boheme, my first
experience of an opera in a real theatre. The
headmaster had prepared us ahead for this outing
by promising to personally thrash any boy that let
the school down by misbehaving... yes they did
that sort of thing in those days, and it was free
too... nowadays you are obliged to pay for sub

Typical Tiered Boxes

If you've ever sat in one of the remaining
Matcham theatres in London, you'll know what is
meant by comfort and good sight lines. My
favourite is the London Coliseum in St Martin's
Lane, home of the English Nation Opera. The
other remaining grand Matcham establishments in
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standard service.
The musicals that came to that splendid theatre
were always billed as straight from the West End
with the entire original London cast. The leading
man was generally one Shamus Locke. It was
often disputed if he ever took the lead in any West
End production. Who cares, that beautiful building
opened my eyes to the magic of theatre.

BOOK REVIEW
by Martyn Harvey
45 RPM The History, Heroes and
Villains of a Pop Music Revolution.
By Jim Dawson and Steve Propes

Frank Matcham was a great creative architect.
Whilst these soundly constructed buildings were
going up other work was going on in preparing the
magnificent interiors. Initially French firms were
used for the ornate plasterwork, until he could
organise and help to establish British craftsmen to
specialise. The ceilings were always particularly
stunning as well as being part of the ventilation
system. These interiors labelled as Victorian were
a pastiche of the semi classical plus oriental
splendour and a bit of carnival thrown in... but they
worked.

What a fascinating read this book is; as a 1950s
record label purve the information gained from this
publication I found very enlightening. The book
was published last year in the USA at a cost of
$19.95 or £13.95 plus p&p via Booksearch
(according to NDT). I picked it up for £4.95 in a
cheapo book shop nears Foyles.

Theatre Decoration
Plaster

There are many facts about 45s I was unaware of
and the book details how the microgroove record
developed firstly with the LP and then the 45 and
EP and also why the various speeds were
selected. There was intense rivalry between the
Columbia Broadcasting System and RCA Victor;
although Columbia introduced the first LP, it was
RCA who first developed and marketed the 45,
initially ignoring the LP. RCA released 45 albums
in sets of four instead of LPs in a linked format so
that auto changers could play sides 1 to 4 and
then you turned all the 45s over to complete the
album; thus the first record would have side 1 with
side 8 on the other side. Columbia on the other
hand would not adopt the 45 at first; they instead
introduced the 7 inch microgroove record playing
at 33 1/3 rpm, this having a small centre hole.
Many early 45s were produced in various colours
and the book has many colour illustrations of
sleeves, labels and picture covers.

Stage Decoration
Live

This was the time when the Building Regulations
were coming into being. Matcham, with his high
standard of quality building, had no problem in
satisfying these regulations. Prior to that, between
1802 and 1896. there had been 137 serious
theatre fires in this country. The theatre Royal
Drury Lane has been destroyed twice by fire and
then been rebuilt againWhat is so striking is that for such a busy man he
had a warm personality which enabled him to form
long lasting friendships with the people who
worked for him and many of his clients. The Revill
family with theatre interests throughout the north
of England, H.E.Moss of the Theatre of Varieties,
and Oswald Stoll who later combined to form
Moss Empire, were amongst his many friends.

There are chapters on the EP, how a 45 is made,
the Record Sleeve, "Stormy Weather" the Most
Legendary 45, etc. etc., 18 chapters in all. I
particularly liked chapter 12 entitled "A sides, Free
Rides & Killer Bs" where references are made to
song writing fiddles and publishing rights. Dick
Clark only played the Crests’ version of "Sixteen
Candles" on "American Bandstand" four times

So what else can 1 say except to encourage you
to go along to the Hackney Empire and have a
look at this splendid building, reputed to be one of
the best examples of Frank Matcham's work.
Brian Benjamin
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over a period of 10 weeks but when his January
Music received part ownership of the song it
became an "American Bandstand" regular over
the next three months and hit the number two spot
in 1959. Many more snippets of information
appear in this delightful book and I highly
recommend if you want to know the history of the
45.
Martyn Harvey



















Sharp As A Switchblade




Paul Barrett



Darren ‘Dare’ Vidler and Dad
‘Gor Blimey’ Dave Woodland
Paul Gray (not known to Dr Dale)
Brian Benjamin (also not known to the physician)
Bernard Donovan (again not know to the good
doctor)
Ken ‘It’s My Round’ Major
Cliff ‘I’m Back On The Scene’ White
Dave ‘Loader’ Travis
50 chicken legs
Apologies and excuses from;
‘Soulboy’ Joliffe, behind at work again
‘Peter Pan’ Cobban, from an unknown bunker at
Guildford
Dart ‘Always P*ssed’ Carson, performing as Fagin
in a local pantomime
John ‘Mr Angry’ Howard, attending a job interview
at Barclays Bank in the help desk department
Tony ‘The Penguin’ Wilkinson, attending the doowop band Hawaii 5-0 gig
Keith ‘Jelly Roll’ Johnson, whose junk food evening
classes unfortunately clashed with this event

Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
The first person I encountered was a slightly frail
Ken Major who was making a good recovery from
pneumonia. He told me that he would probably be
fit enough for a Jerry Lee Lewis gig or two
provided that he did not sit by the riverbank in cold
weather. The kindly doctor prescribed him a
prescription of Vindaloo powder, ginger, tapioca
th
and Viagra to enable him to attain his 60 birthday
bash.

(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

It was excellent to see Ratty Barker and Little
Jessup in deep discussion regarding the fortunes
of their football clubs, Aldershot and Sutton
respectively. At that point in time, Keith Woods,
whom Lee and I would like to thank for putting the
party together, made a swift detour as far away as
possible from us. What a shame the Woodpecker
does not appreciate the game, as he would be a
th
natural left-winger. On Keith’s 60 celebration,
what about us all clubbing together to present him
with a Crystal Palace season ticket?

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com







The benevolent Bunter, who provided such
glorious music for this erstwhile event, was
engaged in light-hearted banter (Bunter banter? –
H) with his gregarious pal Andy and, after
discussing forthcoming events with him, I moved
on imposingly again.



Birthday Bash Breakdown
Doctor Dale and ‘Hey by Jove’ Lee Wilkinson’s
birthday bash at the King & Queen, Foley Street
th
on January 16 , featuring the sounds of the Big
Bunter.
In attendance;










“The eagle has landed,” quoted Doctor Charles as
he shook the genial skiffleman by the hand. He
was closely attended by his Dad to ensure that his
son did not show his Dan Dare to any ladies
present or play the washboard with his Y-fronts.

Imposing Able Signalman Woods
Lee Wilkinson
Doctor Charles Dale
Hard Rock Bunter and his chummy crony, Andy
Roger ’Ratty’ Barker
Little Sutton Jessup
‘Down Under’ Lloyd
Martyn ‘Heart Throb’ Harvey
Tony ‘The Ted Thug’ Papard

“Stone the woodpeckers,” I exclaimed. It can’t
be… it actually is… jumping Jehosophat… CLIFF
WHITE!” A fit, sleek White screwed up his
handsome, rubbery face with a huge smile.
“Everything is wunderbar,” he explained to me.
“Job satisfaction with Proper Records and I am
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now on the comeback trail. Just you wait and
see!” We shall of course hold Cliff to this and look
forward to his eloquent writing in this esteemed
magazine.

dictator Nick Cobban who has yet to be captured.
The Doctor Dow Dale index shot up 125 points on
the news. Brigadier Bunberg and Admiral ‘Always
P*ssed’ Carson are likely to appear in the honours
list for ODDs (Order of Doctor Dale). President
Bush has been granted the freedom of 'Tales
From The Woods' and is likely to turn up for any
function. He is especially keen on meeting with
Tony the Ted and others of his type. As for Tony
Blair, if he decides to attend with Gordon Pants
Down Brown, I shall get the Killer (if he’s around)
to thump the piano lid down on their heads and
place their remains inside the piano.
Dr Charles Dale

The wild man of the party, Martyn ‘Heart Throb’
Harvey, slipped a quart of liquor in his old fruit jar
over to me and hollered, “Rave on, the night is
short, let’s all get Tales Wood Fried!” Tony the
Teddy Boy Thug was standing in close attendance
and nodded in agreement with Heart Throb before
moving menacingly over to me, extending his
hand to mine, which immediately slipped out on
account of the Brylcreem on his fingers.



Discussion again took place regarding the
ensuing Jerry Lee Lewis tour. A strong rumour
regarding Woody ordering Tartan plus fours for
Gleneagles was strongly denied by the Able
Signalman. Chirpy cockney ‘Got Blimey’ Dave
Woodland made his presence felt and welcomed
with some amusing anecdotes and unbounded
generosity.







THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

I spotted Lee Wilkinson chatting to a be-suited
‘Down Under’ Lloyd. On an initial examination of
the great man it would appear that he was
harbouring a baby kangaroo in his pouch. A closer
look by the Charly Street medic established that it
was in fact a huge supply of Fosters. Prune and
custard juice was supplied in double measures to
the unfortunate Aussie. Hopefully this formula is
working for ‘Penguin’ Wilkinson who was
prescribed with this at a recent meet up after his
feeding time near Regents Park.

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

Arguably the star of the show was that amiable
Botley Bounder, Dave ‘Loader’ Travis, the wizard
of the goodie bag of his personally produced CDs.
Eloquent, humorous and entertaining to a fault
and thanks to the pioneering old pro for the CDs.
How can you not enjoy? Thanks for coming all the
way from near Pompey; it put icing on the cake,
old boy. It should shame those Essex Grammar
Grubs who failed to attend, the inky little ticks!









SHAKY LEE'S MARCH
MERRY-GO-ROUND

I’m sure ‘Hey by Jove’ Lee Wilkinson would join
me in thanking you all for the gifts and amusing
cards which you so kindly bestowed on us. We
are so lucky to have such good friends. Special
thanks to Bunter for the music and his generous
postal order and to Ratty for the golf trolley he
acquired just down the road from Woody at the
Illegal Immigration Preservation Trust Shop in
Penge. No thanks to Southwest Trains for the
disgusting state of the carriage, the girl who puked
half way out of the carriage at Surbiton and the
grotty Nissan taxi which took me back to my
residence.

A GLANCE AT GILLEY
Whilst eagerly anticipating the return of the Killer, I
found myself thinking of another member of the
Lewis clan who celebrates his sixty eighth birthday
th
on the 9 March. Mickey Leroy Gilley was raised
in Ferriday, Louisiana, the son of Arthur and Irene
Gilley. Irene was the sister of Jerry Lee’s father
Elmo Kidd Lewis, and worked in a café saving
from her wages to buy Mickey a piano when he
was eleven. Hanging around with cousins Jimmy
Lee Swaggart and Jerry Lee Lewis he was
subjected to similar musical influences before
moving to Houston, Texas in 1954.

It was also good to hear on the news that
Docklands has been liberated from that terrible
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Upon hearing Jerry’s first record two years later
and seeing him in concert, Mickey decided to try
his hand in the music business. The following year
he made his initial recording – ‘Tell Me Why/Ooh
Wee Baby’ for the Minor label, and in 1958 cut the
jumping rocker ‘Call Me Shorty’ for Dot. His third
single, this time on George Khoury’s label was the
stomping Ron Hargrave number ‘Drive In Movie’,
a well-executed slice of Rock’n’Roll which was to
become the first Gilley record I picked up some
ten years later.

12. Tomboy – Perry Como (RCA)
13. Charlie Brown – The Coasters (London)
14. All Of A Sudden My Heart Sings – Paul Anka
(Columbia)
15. C’mon Everybody – Eddie Cochran (London)
16. Donna – Marty Wilde (Phillips)
17. I Got Stung/One Night – Elvis Presley (RCA)
18. Kiss Me Honey – Shirley Bassey (Phillips)
19. Sing Little Birdie – Pearl Carr & Teddy Johnson
(Columbia)
20. Donna – Ritchie Valens (London)

MARTIN SCORSESE PRESENTS THE BLUES –
A MUSICAL JOURNEY
I spent four engaging evenings at The Other
Cinema in Soho early last month when this series
of movies was screened at various times on
different days. Seven films were originally
scheduled but ‘Piano Blues’ directed by Clint
Eastwood had to be withdrawn, and I did not catch
the Mike Figgis directed ‘Red, White & Blues’ or
‘The Soul Of A Man’ directed by Wim Wenders.

Over the next fifteen years he had records
released on over a dozen different labels before
finally achieving success with seven Billboard
number one country hits for the Playboy label
between 1974 and 1977. Oddly, the first of these,
‘Room Full Of Roses’, was the only one of them to
be issued in the UK. After three leaner years and
a move to Epic he scored a further ten number
ones in the country charts between 1980 and
1983, only two of which came out over here.

They were all produced in association with BBC 4,
so no doubt they will be shown on this channel at
some point for those of you who have access to it.
For all I know they may well be issued on one of
those new-fangled DVD thingumajigs too. Anyway
here is a potted view of the four films that I did see
together with my own personal star rating (*poor,
**okay, ***good, ****excellent, *****perfection).
WARMING BY THE DEVIL’S FIRE
(Director Charles Burnett) 89 mins ***
Set in the fifties an eleven-year-old boy is sent
from his Chicago home by his mother to stay with
her brother in Mississippi. Uncle Buddy lives in a
shotgun shack decorated with blues posters and,
when he’s not fraternizing with one of several lady
friends, seemingly spends all his waking hours
playing his collection of blues 78s. Interspersed
with great archive footage of Son House flailing at
his guitar, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Mississippi John
Hurt, Big Bill Broonzy, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Sonny
Boy Williamson, Willie Dixon, W C Handy, Ida
Cox, Mamie Smith, Bessie Smith and Dinah
Washington.

In 1971 he had opened Gilley’s in Pasadena,
Texas – the biggest honky-tonk in the world – in
partnership with one Sherwood Cryer. It had gone
on to become an outstanding success and was
the setting for the film ‘Urban Cowboy’ starring
John Travolta. However the partnership was
dissolved in 1987 resulting in the club’s closure.
Currently resident in Branson, Missouri operating
the Mickey Gilley Theatre which is now in its
twelfth year and where he frequently performs,
Mickey may not be the musical genius that Jerry is
but he was certainly a major player in the US
country market for a considerable spell.
This is how the Record Mirror top twenty looked
th
on 28 March 1959:
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes – The Platters
(Mercury)
2.
Side Saddle – Russ Conway (Columbia)
3.
My Happiness – Connie Francis (MGM)
4.
As I Love You – Shirley Bassey (Phillips)
5.
Petite Fleur – Chris Barber (Nixa)
6.
Stagger Lee – Lloyd Price (HMV)
7.
Pub With No Beer – Slim Dusty (Columbia)
8.
It Doesn’t Matter Anymore – Buddy Holly (Coral)
9.
Little Drummer Boy – The Beverley Sisters
(Decca)
10. Does Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Flavour –
Lonnie Donegan (Nixa)
11. Gigi – Billy Eckstine (Mercury)
1.

FEEL LIKE GOING HOME
(Director Martin Scorsese) 80 mins ***
A look at the pioneering field recordings made by
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Alan Lomax for the Library Of Congress in the
thirties. Corey Harris traces the Afro-American
blues route back from the Mississippi Delta to Mali
where he meets up with Ali Farka Toure and Salif
Keita. Along the way are glimpses of Son House,
Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker, Taj Mahal and
Willie King. Best of all though is Otha Turner
demonstrating the virtually defunct art of fife
blowing shortly before he passed away.

Prologue:
Sunday, April 1981. This afternoon I took the
Metro to the Place de la Bastille, from here I
retraced my footsteps to the rue where I used to
live. During my first visit to Paris in 1964, I fell in
love with the city so much that, rather than return
to London as planned, I decided to stay and so
found accommodation in a tiny room at the top of
a narrow staircase, which overlooked the Place de
la Bastille, with its tiny bandstand. Memories and
nostalgia. I then decided to write down my
impressions and the reflections provoked by
Paris.

GODFATHERS AND SONS
(Director Marc Levin) 97 mins **
Marshall Chess and hip hopper Chuck D of Public
Enemy drive to Chicago, taking in what remains of
Maxwell Street and the Chess Studios, plus a visit
to the annual blues festival. Panned by blues
lovers Muddy Waters’ Electric Mud is viewed as a
seminal album by Marshall Chess who produced
it, and by Chuck D and a rapper named Common
who were turned onto the blues by it. Still there
are clips of Muddy, Wolf, Bo Diddley, Sonny Terry
& Brownie McGhee, Koko Taylor, Otis Rush,
Magic Sam and Sam Lay. Phil Upchurch and
Gene Barge are also seen briefly.

So much has been said and written about Paris
already. Nevertheless, I have always wanted to
convey the emotions and experiences which
envelop me each time I visit this favourite city, so I
write these autobiographical notes purely on a
personal level and for no other reason than a
need for self-expression.
I would like to describe this book as a love story the difference being that the object of the author’s
affection is a city.

THE ROAD TO MEMPHIS
(Director Richard Pearce) 87 mins ****
I’ve been to Nesbit, Mississippi three times in
recent years but was unaware of the existence of
Larry’s Place. What a jumping joint it is too if the
scenes of Bobby Rush appearing there are
anything to go by. We see Rush and BB King
aboard their tour buses with the main action
centred on Memphis and in particular Beale
Street. Rosco Gordon, Ike Turner, Rufus Thomas,
Little Milton and Sam Phillips also feature. We
even get a brief glimpse of Gordon’s funeral just
six weeks after film of him performing. This film is
indeed dedicated to Rosco, Rufus and Sam who
all sadly died after taking part in the making of the
movie but prior to its release.
Barry Norman Wilkinson







When I first came to Paris in 1964 I rented a room
a stone’s throw from the Place de la Bastille. The
old concierge would often invite me down to her
basement room for coffee in order to practise her
English.
Amidst huge potted plants and photographs,
Madame Artaud would reminisce about her youth
when, among other things, she attended the Paris
Exhibition, witnessed the sensation and riot
caused by the premiere of Stravinsky’s “Rites of
Spring” and the scandalous sexuality of Nijinsky.
When she felt sad, she spoke of her only son,
Emite, who had worked in the French Resistance.
Holding back her emotions bravely, she would
show me his photographs, and the last letter she
received from him postmarked Marseilles 24
January 1943 in which he wrote of hoping to
embark on a ship going to the United States,
using false documents. She was convinced he
never went to the New World, but was killed
before escaping.



LEFT BANK
Impressions of Paris
by George Miller
PART ONE

During more cheerful conversations, she would
speak about her career as a cellist in the music
hall. Sometimes in the evening the tenants would
hear her play a phonograph - always the same,
scratched 78 rpm records - the Cafe Mozart Waltz
from “The Third Man”, a plaintive song called “La
Maison du Reve” and Musetta’s waltz song from
“La Boheme”. If ever I hear these tunes, the
image of Madame Artaud floats into my mind, just
as the music floated up the staircase of the house
in the Rue du la Fayette.
During those days, I frequented a cafe in the Rue

Tony Papard’s life-partner, George Miller, started
an article entitled “Impressions of Paris”
describing several months he spent in his
favourite city in the early sixties. He had gone on
holiday there and decided to just stay on. He got
himself a room near the Bastille, and lived there
as a Parisian. During this time he learnt to speak
French very well. The following article is compiled
from various notes he left of this period in Paris.
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Navarone. The proprietress had henna hair, sharp
screwed-up eyes, an even sharper nose, and thin
tight lips which seemed not to belong to the flabby
face. Her profile looked like a portrait by an
amateur artist that had gone wrong. Madame S.
was between 40 and 55, it was difficult to
determine. Always, she was polite to the clientele,
but distant, seldom smiling. So it was with surprise
I entered her establishment one early afternoon to
hear her singing.

anger at not having his interpretation of Bach,
Vivaldi, Scarlatti and De Falla treated with the
respect it deserved (for he was a professional
player whose lack of papers prevented him finding
legitimate work).
The patrons of the club
ceaselessly chattered and frequently drowned his
sonatas, which drove him to loud gypsy rhythms
whose sound contained his fury and frustration
throughout the fandango.
Needless to say his Latin American temperament
was difficult to live with, especially since he also
became possessive and jealous about me,
accusing me (quite wrongly) of a liaison with a
handsome waiter. So after three weeks of Manuel
I fled from the Left Bank and took up residence in
a room in Montmartre.

The drudge who cleared the tables confided that
Madame had become infatuated by a certain
Africain - a refugee from the Congo (formerly the
Belgian Congo, later Zaire and the Democratic
Republic of Congo) who frequented the cafe with
one or two fellow exiles. It soon became common
knowledge among the regular customers that an
affair had developed between Madame S. and the
Congolese man. One evening a hooker who
worked on the Rue Pigalle flirted with the Africain,
at which Madame S. flew into a rage and threw
her out. We could hear the sounds of her lover
soothing the proprietress behind the flimsy curtain
which separated the counter from the kitchen.

Tony “Happy Pappy” Papard
to be continued…









The Annual Tales From
The Woods USA
Vacation - 2003

About a month after this incident, as I ascended
the steps of the Metro, the ancient vegetableseller who dispensed local gossip with the
cabbages and carrots, called me over to her stall
and informed me that Madame S. had been taken
to a hospital for the insane in an hysterical
condition. Apparently her lover had been
apprehended by the authorities and, since it was
discovered his passport was forged, deportation
was inevitable. On discovering this, Madame S.
pleaded with the police, offered a large bribe, and
when this was refused, she became irrational,
screaming and scratching the gendarmes and
swearing obscenities.

(part three) words and pictures by Ken Major
PONDEROSA STOMP

Swamp Pop Night (Part 1)
Fread E. Martin
The oft quoted cliché that swamp-pop is a
'musical gumbo' was picked up by the brilliant
Master Chef Dr. Ike, when he decided to open up
the evening with a liberal input of the blues, with a
promise of more tasty ingredients as the night
wore on.

The café closed, and two months later opened as
a Tunisian restaurant. No one knew if Madame S.
was still screaming or sane, not even the ancient
vegetable-seller outside the Metro station.

Standing centre stage at the unbluesy hour of
5pm, not for Little Freddie King the trappings of a
home in Vegas, or ownership of clubs in Chicago
or Memphis, or the luxury of a chauffeured Rolls
Royce; Freddie's inspirations can still only be
drawn upon real life, as raw today as it has always
been in the run-down New Orleans parish that
Freddie still calls home. Before I continue, please
now refer to TFTW issue no.34 October 2003,
page 42 for Wack-O Wade's excellent overview of
Freddie, and then I'll continue further with
hopefully little duplication.

The first friend I found in Paris was a classical
guitarist from Santiago who, for political and
artistic reasons, preferred Paris to Chile. He was
25 with no passport, so he was reduced to playing
background music in night clubs owned by exiles
who did not insist on work permits or papers of
identification.
I quickly discovered that Manuel loved music and
me, and for a few weeks we lived together and he
found work for me. In the mornings we slept, in
the afternoons we explored Paris, and at night he
worked. Since I had no musical talents, my work
consisted of cleaning cutlery, glasses and floors,
which I soon tired of. Furthermore, Manuel’s
sense of frustration became apparent, as did his

th

Freddie was born July 19 1940 in McComb,
Miss. which was also home to Elias McDaniel. His
father was the bottle neck blues guitarist 'Jessie
James' Martin, so named by the lady who owned
the plantation At 17 Freddie hoboed a train to New
Orleans to stay with his sister and met, amongst
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others, Slim Harpo, Polka Dot Slim, Terence
Alexander, and Buddy Guy who also lived in New
Orleans for a while, (Desire Projects), and wanted
Freddie to go up to Chicago with him. Freddie also
met Freddy King (the Federal label maestro) and
played bass for him on a couple of gigs. Up 'till
then Little Freddie had been using his own name
but friends often said he sounded like his famous
namesake, so the tag stuck.

off the cobs. Next was a brilliant recital of the
Jimmy Reed classic 'Honest I Do', young Keith
Woods would have been on bended knees!
Obviously Freddie's a big fan of Reed and it got
me remembering the late Jimmy Anderson on that
fantastic Webb/Travis Swamp Pop night at
London's Grand when I was a young lad. Many
still say that was the greatest UK gig ever. Then a
surprising 'Soul Twist' the King Curtis classic,
followed by the first of two low down blues. 'Does
She Ever Think Of Me' gives us Freddie's unique
vocal blues, gutty and devoid of the modern
bluesy soul popular today, then followed by 'Bus
Station Blues' which plunges us deep into the
cotton fields of the delta, alongside his cousin the great Lightnin' Hopkins. With this heritage it's
no small wonder Freddie is one of the few
remaining authentic delta blues singers and young
enough to gain further popularity as, say, R. L
Burnside.

During the '60s Freddie played with the likes of
Guitar Grady, Snooks Eaglin, cousin Rev. Charles
Jacobs, Billy Tate and Eddie Lang, playing around
the bayou clubs and New Orleans including the
Dew Drop Inn. In the '70s Freddie played Europe
with Bo Diddley and John Lee Hooker, (any
recollections guys?) A JazzFest regular, I in fact
saw Freddie for the first time in the early '90s on a
'Natchez' Mississippi cruise sharing the limelight
with Ironing Board Sam, and I remember thinking
that both acts complimented each other; different
but sincere styles with strong rootsy blues.

By the end of the 30 minutes just about everybody
in the club had progressed stage-side, and
Freddie quit with tremendous applause ringing in
his ears. All the above tunes were taken from
Freddie's latest CD 'Sing Sang Sung'. Look out
for a new CD 'Walking With Freddie' to be
released in May on Fat Possum Records which
refreshingly is pure Delta Blues. I understand our
usual reviewers heard Freddie in Utrecht last year
but were unable to get into the small packed hall
to see the man; let's hope somebody gets to see
Freddie at the Burnley Blues Festival on Monday
10th May (Burnley Mechanics Hall), 10.30pm and
say "hi" from TFTW. Freddie is again appearing at
th
the 2004 Ponderosa Stomp, April 27 .

Before I review Freddie's performance, you do
need to imagine that this downhome gut-bucket
bluesman until recently was still cycling several
miles to work every day to his day job on a rickety
old bike; he was rebuilding alternators for a
downtown garage. Tragically Freddie's wife was
recently beaten up so badly by a couple of thugs
she incurred unrecoverable brain damage and is
in full time medical care. When you think that
living in a neighbourhood where nightly paddy
wagons turf out the drunks from the corner bars,
and drugs induced warfare on the street that you
live often results in bullets through your windows,
you may wonder if toiling the farmlands in
McComb may appear a little more attractive if not
a lot safer?

The time is now 5.30pm, 12 hours to go. Next on
stage trooped a Mardi Gras Indian outfit 'Pass
The Hatchet' of which I recall very little, and until
8.15pm I circulated around the hall and at some
time ventured to the sparsely populated basement
long bar with JH but did not stay long enough to
see the Zydeco band. Be warned that eating
places are hard to find within walking distance but
we (JH and Bernard) eventually grabbed a burger
in a fast food 'restaurant' patrolled by a heavily
armoured security guard. Between 6.30 and 8.15,
amongst others, we missed Sun Ra, Tammy
Lynn, Harold Battiste, Gatemouth Moore and
Calvin Newborn.

John Howard had secured a table shared with a
jolly American lady and her somewhat ignorant
husband. With just a handful of obviously
dedicated fans grouped in front, but back from the
stage, I had the opportunity to get some obstacle
free wide-angle stage photo shots. Little Freddie,
colourfully attired in yellow trousers, snazzy blue
shirt and white hat, clutching a black E335
Epiphone (BB King Lucille model) with gold plated
hardware. Freddie was backed up by Wack-O
Wade Wright (dms), Bobby Louis DiTullo (harp)
and Anthony Anderson (bs gtr).
Opening his 30 minute spot with 'Rough and
Ready' this was a chugging instrumental inspired
by his recollection of the railroad track which ran
next to his childhood farm. Another animated and
driving instrumental followed, 'Bad Chicken
Dance'. This had Freddie swinging his guitar
round the back of his neck and through his legs,
mimicking the rogue chicken which used to attack
him as he fed the clutch from the bucket of corn

Clarence Frogman Henry
The next main Swamp Pop ingredient Dr. Ike
mixed into the stew was a shot of rhythm & blues,
and about 7pm a large gentleman surrounded by
several elderly ladies, materialised at a nearby
table and eclipsed 7/8ths of the dance floor. On
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identifying the Frogman to Ian McNeil, the Squire
of Shaftesbury and CFH's greatest fan, sank to
his knees in salutation and licked the path that the
great man had trod. Ian and myself had previously
chatted to Clarence a few years ago at the
JazzFest and what a friendly person he is,
although no lover of the UK Inland Revenue!

contract with the Chess brothers and the single
was released on their subsidiary 'Argo'. After
pushing 'Troubles' which was not getting
anywhere, WWEZ New Orleans DeeJay - Poppa
Stoppa (Clarence Hayman) plugged the flipside
and, crediting it to 'the Frogman', 'Home' began to
sell and Clarence had a new 'handle'. The record
got to No. 3 in the Billboard R&B chart and No. 30
in the pop chart. Five years later 'But I Do' was his
next and last national hit which peaked at No. 4 in
the pop charts. In 1964 The Frogman toured the
USA with a Liverpool pop beat group whose USA
success began the demise of R&B as we knew it.
After cutting records for Parrot, Dial and Roulette,
Clarence took to playing Bourbon Street until
1981. In 1982 he toured the UK; look out for this
event in Ian Wallace's next book on American
Rock’n'Roll UK tours. Nowdays Clarence is a
regular at the Jazzfest and appears at many other
festivals.

Mark Lamarr recently dedicated the whole of his
'Shake Rattle & Roll' BBC Radio 2 prog. to the
Ponderosa Stomp, declaring it to be the best
Weekender' (mid weeker) he had ever seen right, and later declared (twice) that Clarence
Henry had since died - wrong. Curiously I had
heard this rumour way back last year, but not
being asked to toast the great man at any of the
obituary slots on a TFTW monthly night out with
the 'rejuvenated delinquents' I assumed the
rumour to be ill-founded. However in case the
unthinkable should occur in the meantime
herewith some data for Ed's obituary file.

Clarence did at least 21 songs, these I remember:
Hello Josephine, Let The Four Winds Blow, Tell
Me Why, Just My Baby & Me, Jambalaya, You
Always Hurt The One You Love & Little Suzy (Pye
Intl. 25089 '61), I Don't Know Why I Love You But
I Do (Pye Intl. 7N 25078 '61, Lonely Tramp, The
Jealous Kind (Pye Int. 7N 25169), Margie, Ain't
She Sweet, On Bended Knees (Pye Intl. 7N
25115 '61), If My Pillow Could Talk, I'm A Country
Boy, For Your Love, Tears On My Pillow, Cherry
Pie, Troubles & Ain't Got No Home (London 8389
'57)

Looking striking perched on stage Clarence
reminded me vaguely of TFTW's Shaky Lee
Wilkinson. Clarence is perhaps younger, taller, a
tad heavier and slightly darker, but then I realised
the similarity was that they were both wearing the
same style JazzFest shirt; a subtle little number
depicting keyboards and squeezeboxes (top on
my USA shopping list this year!). Clarence was
obviously in great humour and determined to take
no prisoners. To great applause he stated that he
was going to perform all his own recorded songs
that night. Up to now I had always been
disappointed with the Frogman shows since he
naturally has to be compared with Fats, and
always comes off second. However all was to
change tonight, with his own band of 20+ years,
we now had a wall of sound to give Dave
Bartholomew a run for his money.

This was a pounding performance which had the
fans screaming and yelling. Clarence had a 45minute spot but was still on stage after two hours.
Each time Dr. Ike waved his gumbo ladle from the
wings Clarence would say "You wrote my cheque
yet?" and every time the Doctor said "No"
Clarence replied "Well I ain't gonna quit this stage
until you do!" A bit like Chuck Berry but in
reverse!!

At 11 years old in 1948 Clarence and the Henry
family crossed the Mississippi to Algiers, La. He
attended L.B. Landry High School and, having had
piano lessons, chose the trombone as his second
instrument. Playing piano in clubs and inspired by
Fats Domino and Professor Longhgair, Clarence
actually wore a Longhair wig when playing talent
shows. He joined fellow school colleague Bobby
Mitchell with his 'Toppers' and played on their first
Imperial label recording. After getting fired for
missing a gig (to attend his wedding) Clarence
started his own band with Eddie Smith, and after a
late Sunday night gig at the Joy Club which
actually went on to 8am Monday morning,
Clarence came up with 'Ain't Got No Home' and
his trademark croak.

Eventually Clarence removed his hulk from the
stool and slowly walked off to tumultuous
applause, a show the like of which we'll never see
again. The Major household was a big fan of the
Frogman and I assumed my elders remembered
the originals from the 1930s. I was surprised that
apart from very few, many of the songs were
actually written in the '50s (particularly by the
young Bobby Charles).
I'll leave it to the musical historians to explain the
synergy between the '30s style pop ballads and
'50s Swamp Pop, possibly the quickstep/foxtrot
rhythms of the eras. Don't forget to get this issue
of TFTW autographed in the special autograph
box by the Frogman at the 'Rhythm Riot' this year!

Paul Gayton, A & R man for Chess Records, got
Henry into Cosimo's New Orleans studio in
September of 1956 where 'Home' and 'Troubles
Troubles’ were mastered. Clarence secured a
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loud as when the Frogman finished his act, and
Phil had not even started. C.C. Adcock provided
the band and his pianoman began the tell-tale
note perfect intro to 'Sea Of Love' with the band's
version of the 'Twilights' providing the choral backup. Phil then cut in with the oh so familiar "Come
with me oh my love, to the sea, the Sea Of
Love…". I'm telling you guys, there was probably
not a dry eye in the house, this was better than
catching a 43 lb cod from Southend pier, or the
jubilation of finding a skiffle record that Dave
Travis had not got; this was pure sing-a-long-aPhil with 341 voices joining in.

Autograph box

Phillip Batiste
Bringing the gumbo to the boil, Dr. Ike provided
the coup de grace, a sprinkling of ballad to
provide the first real helping of the evening's
swamp-pop. TFTW contributor Bill Millar used the
term swamp-Pop during the 1960s, and in 1971
the Record Mirror used 'swamp-pop' in its heading
for Bill's article 'Swamp Pop-Music', and Bill is
now considered to be the inventor of the term.
Although the tag is disliked by more than one
swamp-popster it has been promoted by Johnny
Allen and universally accepted in all its derivations
by researchers, authors, artists and fans alike.
What is swamp pop? It is 'Sea Of Love' by Phil
Phillips.

When Phil, to fantastic applause, followed up with
the flip side 'Juella' I was amazed that the
audience again knew all the words, but then we
were in Louisiana and I was just another limey
tourist, what'd I know? That was it, the show
endeth, Phil turned to walk off stage but he was
not going to get away with it, 356 fans (more
walked though the door) screamed for 'Sea Of
Love' again, and within two minutes 370 voices
were swaying and singing in high emotion. Even
Shaky Lee and Bernard 'Boyo' Donovan were
warbling like canaries, but then they had drunk
three Hurricanes and were into the third verse of
'Men Of Harlech' as Phil was leaving the stage for
the last time!

I first heard Marty Wilde's fine version on release
in '59 and then Phil's about three years later on
the radio. I assumed Phil's was a late cover until
Edmonton, London researcher Roy Simonds
educated me by playing his 1959 UK Mercury
copy (45-AMT 1059, matrix 7XYW 18524). I have
met Phil a few times now and a gracious
gentleman he is, still living in Jennings, La, with
his wife and two children Winnie and Rabbi, both
having made CDs.

I caught up with Phil later during the holiday, the
result being Phil's letter to TFTW in a previous
issue. If this article gets printed, an overdue copy
will be sent to Phil, plus photos of the show and a
CD of Lucky Millender generously donated by
Brian 'Bunter' Clarke. In a previous article I
enthused over Deke Dickerson and his flawless
back-up on the rockabilly night. This night we now
substitute Deke with C.C. Adcock who continued
to provide the goods for the rest of the swamppop legends.

Phil Phillips was born in Lake Charles in 1931, a
member of the Gateway Quartet and a bellhop
before recording ‘Sea Of Love’, which was
rd
dedicated to a girlfriend. On Feb 23 1959
George Khoury brought Phil to Eddie Schuler's
Goldband label, and Khoury and Schuler agreed a
deal where Schuler would arrange and produce
the record in exchange for the publishing rights.
The record was in the can within three months
and released on the Khoury label. The enormity of
the local hit saw the platter pitched to Mercury
(71465) who soon had a No. 1 on most USA
national charts (No.2. Billboard). Although Phil
recorded several 45s later, none got near to the
swamp-pop classic and Phil became a DJ at
KJEF Jennings where he introduced himself as
"King Of the Whole Wide World".

Tommy McClain
With a little imagination, the cypress tree lined
hamlet of Clapham, S. London could have been
described as the 'Gateway To The Southern
Bayous' when one digested the amazing value for
money programme for the Webb/Travis 'Saturday
Night Down South' Swamp Pop show at it's Grand
theatre. I must confess I knew nothing about
Swamp-Pop having been immersed all those
years in classic Rock’n’Roll, rockabilly and the
blues. However, with new found knowledge, every
now and then I still find yet another 45rpm rocker
or ballad in my meagre record collection indicating
traits of this hypnotic Southern Louisianan sound.

Phil rarely performs and everybody in the hall
realised this was to be a very special
performance. By now the hall was packed and
when Phil walked on stage looking very smart in a
well pressed blue suit, blue tie and crisp white
shirt and escorted by Rabbi, the crowd cheered as

One song in particular which I assumed (rightly) to
be country is attributed to several artists
depending on your fancy. That song is 'Sweet
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Dreams'. Written by the late Don Gibson it was
recorded first in 1956 by Faron Young, and then
by its composer in 1960, then Patsy Cline (rec.
5.2.63 between 7pm-10pm), Roy Buchanan and
our subject for this article - Tommy McClain.
When the sweet voiced Tommy took to the stage
at The Grand the audience was stunned to see a
long grey bearded Cajun looking nothing like the
fresh faced long jawed entertainer we were aware
of in early publicity photos. Yet Tommy was
brilliant on the night and brought the house down
with his version of Robert Parker's 'Barefootin'.
But tonight is Swamp Pop night at the 'Stomp',
and Dr. Ike's Swamp Pop gumbo pot is spilling
over with tasty morsels.

hit 'Just Because', Bobby Charles's 'Before I Grow
Too Old' and of course Gibson's 'Sweet Dreams'.

Bernard Jolivette
Another stir of the stew and another swamp-pop
legend materialises- King Karl. Probably one of
the most important swamp-pop names, yet
probably unfamiliar to many UK fans of vintage
Rock’n’Roll which proves that it is so important to
have that one (at least) universal hit. Standing on
stage in a pin striped wide lapel suit, open necked
white shirt and black cap, King did not knock me
down with any unique stage presence and it was
only when idling through some old Utrecht photos
back in the UK that I realised I had actually seen
him before!

Tommy took to the stage wearing a smart dark
blue suit, bright red shirt, kerchief in his top pocket
and a huge gold chain and gold cross around his
neck. Wearing spectacles and a hat plus his now
long white beard I was later able to forgive Phil
Phillips who remarked upon seeing my photo of
Tommy that he was 'Father Xmas'!

Born in Grand Couteau Dec 22 1931 the family
moved to Sunset where Creole King Karl learned
the alto sax. At 13 he formed a band and shortly
after joined Creole accordionist Howard
Broussard on electric guitar. At 18 King left for
Texas and eventually joined Lloyd Price's band in
1950 as a singer. Returning from conscription in
1955 King returned to Sunset, finding work during
the day and singing in the clubs at night. It was
there he met Guitar Gable and they formed the
band 'Guitar Gable and the Musical Kings
featuring King Karl' with Karl composing most of
the songs. The band recorded several records
until Gable was beckoned by Uncle Sam. The
group broke up and Karl recorded further solo
records for Excello as 'Chuck Brown' until Gable
returned to civvy street and they formed another
Musical Kings band until 1967 when the band
broke up for good. Karl found some regular non
musical employment and in 1995 Karl and Gable
worked together the first time in 25 years at a
local festival.

As a lad Tommy was inspired by the likes of
Happy Fats and Clifton Chenier, and later with
Clint West joined Red Smiley's Vel-Tones. In the
early '60s Tommy was the bassist element of the
'Clint West Boogie Kings' band, and as a separate
venture he recorded 'Sweet Dreams' on a low
budget in a local radio station and sold it locally in
Alexandria (does anybody know the label?). Floyd
Soileau caught up with Tommy and did a rerecording which, after storing on the shelf for
several months, was eventually released, again
local distribution. It was only when feedback from
the local whore houses indicated that the ladies
were playing the record over and over again
between clients, or maybe (frustratingly for the
Madame and clients) instead of, that Floyd
realised he could have a potential national hit in
his hands. Huey Meaux then arranged promotion
via Jamie Records with Acuff-Rose providing
heavy support.

With Charles C.C. Adcock and his Little Band Of
Gold again providing the backing (Warren Storm
on drums), Karl did three numbers at the Stomp,
his 1956 Excello composition best selling 'Irene'
which inspired the Jimmy Clanton hit 'Just A
Dream', followed up by his classroom penned 'Life
Problem' .In 1956 Karl twinned this with 'Congo
Mombo' an instrumental born from a mess around
in a New Iberia club, 'Combo Momo' is now the
handle used by The Mystic Knights for the
occasional live R&B night in New Orleans. The
numbers were to have been pitched to Goldband
but Schuler was out when the guys turned up. On
the way back J.D. Miller in Crowley was offered
the opportunity which he took up and arranged
release on Excello in Nashville. This became a
national hit. The third and final song of the
evening was again his penned 'This Should Go
On Forever' which became a huge hit for Rod
Bernard in 1958 on Argo (UK London 8849) but
did nothing for Karl when he recorded it later.

The story goes that Acuff-Rose held a session
with Roy Orbison and a cut of his version of
'Sweet Dreams' was played to Jamie to get their
posterior into gear since the Orbison version
would be released in competition if Jamie did not
expand sales. The ploy worked and the MSL label
version rose to No. 15 in the Billboard's chart in
1966 and eventually sold a million. Riding on the
success of his hit Tommy undertook tours with
some of the biggest bands of that decade, e.g.
Yardbirds, Tommy James etc. and eventually
began to burn himself out with the constant
touring and pill popping. Now a Eucharist Minister
in the Catholic Church Tommy still performs at
music festivals, and is booked again for the
Ponderosa Stomp 2004. In fine form Tommy sang
four songs – ‘Jukebox Baby’, Lloyd Price's 1957
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John Howard recognised that Karl had changed
his original 'sin to really love you' lyric to the
Bernard version 'wrong to really love you' which
Dick Clark insisted Bernard sing in his 1959
American Bandstand show. With a tremendous
backing by C.C. Adcock this was swamp pop at its
most melodic and no finer introduction for anyone
new to this south Louisianan sound.

I am most grateful for the interest shown in my
health by the editorial board of TFTW. However I
am well aware that one of the easiest ways to lose
to friends is to give a detailed answer to the
question ’How are you?’ After all, why should two
of us be miserable? I am therefore happy to fall
back on the expression used in similar
circumstances by my distant relatives and give the
answer ‘Still on the green side’ and hope that will
suffice.

Credits for the above go to Bill Millar, John Broven
& Shane Bernard, more details for this and
previous issues will be shown next month. .Below
is the current line-up for The Ponderosa Stomp
2004; there will be further additions. If anybody is
interest in going this year (also to include the
'Lafayette Down Town Live' festival) please let me
know. (ken.major@bt.com) 020 8366 7168 (eve)
020 7728 7096 (day)

So, resisting the clamour for an article on
‘Physiotherapy – Pleasure or Pain?’ I took a day
off work and trundled along to the Royal Festival
Hall for one of their free lunchtime sessions in the
foyer. These could also be called OAP sessions
as the average age of the audience must have
been getting on for seventy. The noticeable
differences of this type of
audience were the almost
equal gender balance and
the respect shown to both
performers and each other.
A
spilt
drink
would
immediately see the miscreant or his wife
reaching for a paper hankie to mop it up. It would
not have been difficult to imagine cleaning
materials being produced from handbags at the
end of the performance, so that the Royal Festival
Hall would be left in a cleaner condition than it had
been at the start.

Tuesday, April 27th,
2004:
The Fabulous Wailers,
Rudy
Ray
Moore,
Toussaint McCall, Billy
Boy Arnold, Homesick
James, Ray Sharpe,
Matt Lucas, Dennis
Binder, Alvis Wayne,
Jimmy Lee Fautheree,
Deke Dickerson and
the EccoFonics,
Wednesday,
April
28th, 2004:
Bobby Charles, Phil
Phillips, Barbara Lynn,
Long John Hunter, Lazy Lester, Fillmore Slim,
Ernie "Dapwalk" Vincent, Lil Buck Sinegal, Rockie
Charles, Lil Bob, Guitar Gable, King Karl, Swamp
Pop Extravaganza with CC Adcock, Tommy
McLain, Gene Terry, Warren Storm, Roy "Boogie
Boy" Perkins, Classie Ballou, Carol Fran, Eddie
Bo.
Ken Major







Tony Coe gained his reputation as one of
Britain’s finest tenor saxophonists in Humphrey
Lyttelton’s band in the sixties.
Despite this
mainstream beginning, he has gone on to prove
himself a jazz musician of exceptional stylistic
versatility. However he has probably achieved
more notoriety through turning down the
opportunity to join the Count Basie band and
secondly for featuring as the tenor saxophonist on
Henry Mancini’s music for the Pink Panther films
(although Plas Johnson was on the original
recording of the Pink Panther theme).



The other members of the Tony Coe trio were
pianist John Horler, a stalwart with John
Dankworth and Cleo Laine, and to add to this
connection, their son Alec was on bass. John
Horler’s Bill Evans influenced piano playing was a
perfect complement to the leader and Alec
Dankworth’s bass playing was rhythmically astute.

Doctor Dale receives
the Christmas
pressie of his
dreams. A real live
rockin’ Barbie doll







Tony Coe’s opening musings gave way to sinewy
lines and masterful readings of ballads by Jerome
Kern (Dearly Beloved) and Harold Arlen (Last
Night When We Were Young). A switch to
clarinet was a revelation.
As John Horler
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acknowledged afterwards, on John Coltrane’s
Impressions they hit the ground running and Tony
Coe’s clarinet playing was inspired. He returned
to play sax for a beautiful You Stepped Out Of A
Dream and ended with a storming version of the
bopper’s staple Cherokee. London’s residents
and visitors are lucky to have this quality of music
available at such a keen price.

is empty. "Who's been eating my porridge?!!" he
squeaks.
Papa Bear arrives at the big table and sits in his
big chair. He looks into his bowl, and it is also
empty. "A who eat mi porridge?!!" he roars.
Momma Bear puts her head through the serving
hatch from the kitchen and yells at the top of her
voice "Ah me get up first and wake up everybody
else ina de house. A me mek de coffee, a me
unload de dishwasha from las night and put weh
everyting. A me go out ina de cold morning air an
fetch de newspaper. A me set de table. An a me
put out de puss, clean de litter box an full de water
and food dish. An now unuh decide fe drag oono
sorry bear-ass downstairs and grace mi kitchen
wid unuh grumpy self! Well mek mi tell unu dis
once an for all.......... "MI NUH MEK NO RAAS
PORRIDGE YET!!”
Dave Carroll

Sharon Tandy was listed at the 100 Club as a
6Ts and Northern presentation but when I arrived
I did not recognise anyone apart from a few Ace
Records faces including Ady Croasdell and Tony
Rounce. Also, although the place was packed, it
did not appear to be a Northern Soul dance
crowd.
Back in the sixties (so the story goes), a young,
white South African, Jewish girl fell in love with a
man of mixed race and followed him to England.
There they married, he became her manager and
she had brief recording career before returning to
South Africa in 1970. But during her stay in
England she earned a reputation with soul fans,
having an opening slot on the Stax-Volt UK tour in
1967 and becoming the first European-based
artist to record at the company’s studio in
Memphis.









Advert

After a brief warm-up, the petite and still attractive
Sharon Tandy joined the band on stage to sing.
She had an endearing personality and was
overwhelmed by the number of people who had
turned out to see her, admitting that she had not
sung for over twenty years. That may have been
the reason why (to my ears) she did not always
appear to be spot on with her note selection. And,
with her limited range, when she embarked upon
Lorraine Ellison’s Stay With Me, I really feared for
her. However that did not appear to be the
opinion of the bulk of the audience judging by the
warm reaction to each song.

Barbie and Charlie dolls
Restricted to two per household
So baby let’s play house
Remember these dolls, although house trained, are
never obedient and are likely to be aggressive if
you play Pat Boone

The songs were mainly swinging sixties pop and I
was unable to detect what it was that had
attracted the Northern Soul scene. It was the sort
of mod music that Little Louis Groovy would have
enjoyed during his tripping days, when he had
more money than sense. But for me, if the joke
was that there is a big mod scene in London
today, the answer to the riddle was that it was
probably an Ace Records album promotion with
me the only one not on the guest list.









The Buzz

Live from Blackpool
Welcome to The Buzz, the
'Tales From The Woods' round
up of gigs where you really need to show your
face.

   
And now the story of the three bears, Ja style
(courtesy of Lady Fay).

Bush Hall, Shepherds Bush
th
Tuesday 16 March (£20)
Janis Ian

Baby Bear goes downstairs and sits in his small
chair at the table. He looks into his small bowl. It
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Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Wednesday 17 March (£22.75)
Shane McGowan and the Popes

Ocean, Hackney
th
Friday 26 March (£22.50)
Commodores

ULU, St Giles in the Fields
th
Wednesday 17 March (£15)
Patti Smith

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Friday 26 March (£17.50)
John Squire

Wembley Arena
th
Thursday 18 March (£35/£45)
Diana Ross

100 Club, Oxford Street
th
Friday 26 March (£12)
Nine Below Zero

King and Queen, Foley Street

Cabot Hall, Shepherds Bush
th
th
Friday/Saturday 26 /27 March (£12)
Judie Tzuke

Friday 19th March (£0)

'Tales From The Woods'
promotions presents the Tony
Papard, Alan Lloyd and Dave
Woodland Birthday Party
with Terry Lee

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Sunday 28 March (£17.50)
Saw Doctors
Hammersmith Apollo
th
th
Sunday/Monday 28 /29 March (£23.50)
Travis

+ free buffet

Brixton Academy
th
th
Sunday/Monday 28 /29 March (£22.50)
Limp Bizkit

Brixton Academy
th
Saturday 20 March (£22.50)
Kraftwerk

Barbican
th
Monday 29 March (£13.50/£17.50)
Billy Bragg

Jazz Café, Camden Town
st
th
Sunday to Wednesday 21 to 24 March (£20)
Jimmy Smith

Royal Albert Hall
th
Monday 29 March (£TBA)
Pete Townshend and Roger Daltrey

Hammersmith Apollo
nd
Monday 22 March (£30)
Seal

Jazz Café, Camden Town
th
st
Monday to Wednesday 29 to 31 March (£20)
Will Downing

Shepherds Bush Empire
rd
Tuesday 23 March (£17.50)
Lambchop

100 Club, Oxford Street
th
Tuesday 30 March (£12)
The Rutles
with special guest Wreckless Eric

Bush Hall, Shepherds Bush
rd
Tuesday 23 March (£10)
The Webb Brothers

Borderline, Manette Street
st
Thursday 1 April (£TBA)
Linda Gail Lewis
100 Club, Oxford Street
st
Thursday 1 April (£12)
The Rutles
with special guest Wreckless Eric
Royal Albert Hall
st
Thursday 1 April (£17.50/£80)
Solomon Burke, Jools Holland,
Marc Almond, Dave Gilmour
100 Club, Oxford Street
nd
Friday 2 April (£12)
Steve Gibbons Band

Vauxhall Holiday Park, Great Yarmouth
th
th
Friday to Sunday 26 to 28 March (from £65)

Mean Fiddler
rd
Saturday 3 April (£15)
Dead Kennedys

Shake, Rattle and Roll Weekender
Dave Edmunds’ Band – Freddie Bell The Stargazers – Lucas and the Dynamos
plus many more
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Royal Albert Hall
rd
th
Various dates from April 3 to 24 (£15/£45)
Cliff Richard

Von Bondies
Royal Festival Hall
th
Tuesday 4 May (£19.50/£27.50)
Cassandra Wilson

Strand Theatre
th
Sunday 4 April (£15)
Dennis Locorriere

Royal Albert Hall
th th
Tuesday/Wednesday 4 /5 May (£35/£55)
Eric Clapton

Jazz Café, Camden Town
th
Monday 5 April (£16.50)
Sam Brown

Queen Elizabeth Hall
th
Wednesday 12 May (£24.50)
John Martyn

Barbican
th
Monday 5 April (£12.50/£25)
Fontella Bass, Neneh Cherry, Amy Winehouse

The Orchid, Dartford
th
Saturday 15 May (£TBA)
Marty Wilde & Joe Brown

Islington Academy
th
Tuesday 6 April (£14)
Roachford

The Orchid, Dartford
th
Thursday 20 May (£TBA)
The Animals and Friends

Royal Albert Hall
th
Thursday 8 April (£25/£50)
Ronnie Lane Benefit with Ocean Colour Scene
Pete Townshend, Ronnie Wood, Paul Weller

Wembley Arena
th
Tuesday 25 May (£32.50)
George Benson

UCL Bloomsbury
th
th
Friday to Sunday 9 to 11 April (£25)
Ray Davies

Royal Albert Hall
th
Friday 28 May (£23)
Don Williams

Eastbourne Congress Theatre
th
Saturday 10 April (£TBA)
Marty Wilde & Joe Brown

Swan Theatre, High Wycombe
th
Sunday 30 May (£TBA)
Marty Wilde & Joe Brown

Epsom Playhouse
th
Tuesday 13 April (£TBA)
The Animals and Friends

Royal Albert Hall
rd
th
Wednesday/Tuesday 23 /24 June (£25/£40)
Jeff Beck

Islington Academy
th
Thursday 15 April (£15)
Jonathan Richman

Royal Albert Hall
th
Wednesday 30 June (£27.50/£37.50)
Bonnie Raitt

Ocean, Hackney
th
Friday 16 April (£15)
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry

Pontin’s Seaside Holiday Village,
Pakefield, Lowestoft, Suffolk
nd
th
Friday to Monday 2 to 5 July (various)

Cliff Pavilion, Southend
th
Tuesday 20 April (£TBA)
Marty Wilde & Joe Brown

THE WILDEST CAT IN TOWN 5
The Comets – Frankie Ford Sonny Burgess – Jason D Williams

Fairfield Halls, Croydon
st
Wednesday 21 April (£18.50)
Marty Wilde & Joe Brown

Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers, Graham
Fenton’s Matchbox, Ervin Travis & The
Virginians plus many more

Hammersmith Apollo
th
th
Saturday to Tuesday 24 -27 April
(£27.50/£32.50)
Norah Jones

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Thursday 8 July (£25)
Buddy Guy

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Tuesday 27 April (£14)
George Thorogood and the Destroyers

Brixton Academy
th
Saturday 17 July (£25)
Stray Cats

Barbican
th
Friday 30 April (£20/£35)
Sonny Rollins

Hi folks. How are you all doing, out there in 'Tales
From The Woods'-land? This month ‘The Buzz’ is
coming live from that jewel of the Lancashire
coast, the Las Vegas of the North-to-be,
Blackpool. The reason we are here is, of course,

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Friday 30 April (£10)
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th

that The Killer himself is in town. The man, Jerry
Lee Lewis, is just eight hours away (or
thereabouts) before he hits the Blackpool Opera
House stage.

Seven days on, on March 26 , old friend from
Deptford, South East London, Rebecca Flay will
reluctantly realise a milestone. Naturally I am far
too much of a gentleman to reveal a lady’s age I
will simply say that Rebecca will be twenty years
younger than the elder birthday celebration
mentioned previously but fifteen years older than
the youngest.

Despite it being the final days of February, the
weather is being surprisingly kind to us. Looking
out of the bay windows of my hotel room across
the expanse of sandy beach under a clear blue
sky I see, to use the title of a long-gone local
singing comedian, ‘The Sun Has Got His Hat On’.
Folks are taking advantage of this wonderful late
winter sunshine; solitary men walking their dogs
(dogging? – H), elderly couples, arms intertwined,
promenading. Although the room has a balcony
there is no access to it. A quick glance at the
brickwork from outside would make any
questioning as to the reason redundant; Hotel
Metropole, like thousands of seaside hotels
around the coast of the U.K., has seen better
days. Living off past glories, fighting hard against
neglect and yet, despite the odds, retaining a
certain dignity.

Moving out of March and into the month of April,
on the third day of the month big sister Rita of
Margate, Kent will be enjoying a candlelit dinner at
a local restaurant with her husband. Happy
birthday Sis!

Record Collector March 2004
(an item culled from the pages of this glossy with
some relevance to us)
Tales From The Woods
Masses of info and scratchy photos populate the
four-dozen A4 pages of this eclectic ‘zine,
covering the likes of Johnny Cash, the
Woodentops, Emanuel Lansky (with discography),
jazz happenings at Ronnie Scott’s, plus
Rock'n'Roll and R&B. Reviews, news and plenty
of gig reports.

The room is spacious, clean and complete with a
large bathroom; an all-in deal includes bed,
breakfast and evening meal. I sampled the hotel
food yesterday evening – succulent lamb with
fresh vegetables, so no complaints there. After the
meal I hit the town; got off to a slow start before
bumping into long-time 'Tales From The Woods'
subscriber from Port Talbot, Bernard Donovan,
along with his lovely daughter Anna, and old friend
Ray. Eventually we finished up at the Queen’s
Hotel where we consumed copious amounts of
alcohol until the early hours of the morning,
entertained by a passable Rock'n'Roll band,
before we all piled drunkenly into a taxi to be
returned to our respective hotels.

th

Time: Saturday afternoon, the 28 . Visited
Blackpool Tower, did the walk of faith and stood
upon the glass floor, gasped at the splendour of
the wonderful ballroom, its majestic organ played
by what could well be the grandson of Reginald
Dixon. Amongst the few dozen couples enjoying
some relaxing, care free hours of ballroom
dancing was a 'Tales From The Woods'
subscriber with his charming wife who requested
not to be named. I learnt that the ballroom burnt
down in 1956; what an amazing achievement in
restoring it back to its Victorian splendour.

A number of birthday greetings this month. First
up, Liverpool born, now residing in Battersea,
South West London, Eddie Bowser will be
th
th
celebrating his 25 birthday on March 7 and, as I
write, is strolling along the beach enjoying a hand
rolled king size north African cigarette.

Getting close to show time so it was time to meet
up with friends and fellow Jerry Lee Lewis fans in
the bar of the Winter Gardens. It would be far
easier to name those that were missing as
opposed to those in attendance. Space and time
could not possibly allow except to name 'Tales
From The Woods' subscribers we rarely have the
opportunity to meet, like Paul Evans from Solihull
near Birmingham whose cheque is always the first
to arrive when subscriptions are due. Heartfelt
apologies to Paul as, at first, the penny did not
drop. the same applies to Calum ‘Grunge’
Russell from North West Scotland whom I have
not seen for a couple of years and looks far less
‘grunge’ these days. Good to see Steve Howarth
from Brierfield, Lancashire again who, I am
pleased to say, I did recognise immediately.
Faces I have not seen since the sadly missed

Twelve days on from that date we shall be
celebrating the combined birthdays of three
veteran
'Tales
From
The
Woods'
contributors/subscribers with a party at the King &
th
Queen, Foley Street, West London (that’s the 19
for those without calculators). The Unacceptable
Face Of The Loony Left (yes folks I refer to that
battle scarred survivor of many a class conflict,
Tony Papard) will be finding himself reaching the
age of 59. One year older, the Johnny O’Keefe of
N8, Alan Lloyd, no doubt with glass in hand,
beckons in his seventh decade. The youngest of
the trio, Dave Woodland of the Oval, South
rd
London, will be ushering in his 43 year.
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Jerry Lee Lewis conventions, so expertly
organised by our good friend Dave Webb which
were, for a number of years, held at the King’s
Hotel Newport South Wales like Brian from
Bridgewater, Somerset and Norwegian rock star
Stephen Ackles to name but two.

Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off
the mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1.
Infant issues (1 to 6) are available, in annual form
only, at a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10.
Contact via the usual channels.

Elsewhere in this issue you will find in depth
reviews of the show and I have little to add except
to say that Jerry Lee put on a great show; for me
the highlights have got to be knockout takes on
‘Trouble In Mind’, ‘No Headstone On My Grave’
and what about ‘Lewis Boogie’? Didn’t expect that,
did we folks?

ANOTHER GENTLE REMINDER

Sunday found us walking in the still-kind sunshine
along the promenade to Fleetwood before
catching the tram back to Blackpool. Quite a walk,
so no wonder I fell asleep on the train back to
Euston. Just as well really as the journey from
Preston to Euston took four hours, I kid you not.
The West Coast Main Line would not be the same
without its speed restrictions and diversions and
Branson’s railway today chose to give us punters
value for money by diverting us via Birmingham.

Independent filmmaker and 'Tales From The
Woods' subscriber Mike Dicks mentioned in his
Christmas card to yours truly that marketing
manager Ken Majors and I should meet up with
him early in the New Year to discuss the film
project.

'Tales From The Woods' subscriber George
Brown of Margate, Kent informs us that he has a
number of 78 rpm records for sale at around £1
each. For the full list and further details you can
contact George weekdays only, between 19:00
and 22:00 on 01843 294791.

Gang Meet Up
will be on Friday

Yes folks, the dream of creating “Tales From The
Woods: The Movie” is making its first hesitant
steps towards becoming a reality. The basic
concept is the roots music as seen and
experienced through the eyes of the fans; a
unique idea simply because it has never been
done before. Many of you within the world of
TFTW have been on the roots music scene well in
excess of forty years. We need to get all these
memories captured for posterity while we can;
also promoters, musicians, everyone who has a
story to tell.
So we really need your help with as much input as
possible, not just from the U.K. but Europe as
well, the United States, Australia, New Zealand;
anywhere that our music has been performed,
collected and listened to, anywhere in the world.
There is a great deal of work to do; sponsorship
will no doubt have to be discussed.

th

April 16 at
The Shakespeare, Holborn,
which is situated 100 metres from Holborn
Tube Station along Kinsgway. Be there from
18:30 hours onwards. Depart for a meal at
approx. 20:15. Hope to see as many of you
as possible.

So if you want to participate along with your ideas
don’t hesitate to contact 'Tales From The Woods'
via phone, fax, letter, e-mail, carrier pigeon etc.
Help to make this project a reality. Yes folks 2004
could be the year that will change our lives.
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Apologies to everyone out there in 'Tales From
The Woods'-land for the late arrival of this
month’s magazine. Soon after the Blackpool
weekend I shall be away fro a few days in Paris
but as always we shall do our best. Please be
patient. Have a great month.
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FIRST 'INTERNET' JERRY LEE LEWIS
TOUR

The Funkster – The Funkster

The recent tour of northern UK and Amsterdam by
Jerry Lee Lewis was the first real 'internet' tour.
Within minutes of him landing at Amsterdam
Schipol Airport, the JLLIFC Yahoo group website
had the latest news, and from that moment on till
he finally left Amsterdam a week or so later, up-tothe-minute bulletins, show reports, photos, press
reviews, video clips and downloads of songs
performed on the tour appeared on the JLLIFC
and JLL Unreleased Tracks websites.

Jerry Lee Lewis x 2 – Kristof Fabry
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
CD Reviews – Brian Clark
Hutton/Left Bank – Tony Papard
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson

Jerry Lee fans around the world risked losing their
jobs by constantly logging on to the websites for
the latest information, photos and downloads.
Messages like: 'JLL has just arrived at Schipol'
'He has just touched down in Scotland' 'The
soundchecks with the Memphis Horns and backup singers are sounding great' 'Kenny's wife
carried his fiddle on the plane as hand luggage',
etc. Even some of the Official Program quotes
were posted on the website within hours of the
first Gleneagles show.

Matcham’s Theatres – Brian Benjamin
Book Review – Martyn Harvey
Birthday Bash - Dr Charles Dale
March Merrygoround – Lee Wilkinson
Ponderosa Stomp – Ken Major
Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll

Some fans sat up till the early hours to read the
show reports hours after the concerts finished.
The internet was also used to persuade Kenny
Lovelace to bring his fiddle with him for the tour,
but it was not used after the Gleneagles shows for
reasons which were never fully revealed, although
rumours circulated. Anyway, this was a very proactive tour, with fans arranging to meet at various
venues prior to or after the shows, and those of us
who weren't able to attend all the shows at least
got full reports and song lists thanks to people like
Graham Knight, Peter Checksfield, etc.

Website – FatBellyPeat
Overworked – ‘H’









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

All the info, photos, video/audio clips are still on
the various sites for anyone who is interested.
(Sadly the excitement is over for the moment, and
we are back to more mundane messages about
who backed Jerry in 1972 and whether he sang
Chantilly Lace in the first or second show! Now
what colour tie DID Jerry wear at the first show in
Ipswich in 1972? Over to you, Peter Checksfield.)

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods

Tony ‘connected’ Papard
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